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Sammanfattning 
Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis is to look into the teaching methods and content in Zimbabwean biology education, and the 
possible influences that the teachers’ view of nature have on this education. The study was performed in and around 
Mutare in eastern Zimbabwe with eleven observations and six interviews in primary and secondary schools, 
corresponding to  years four to nine in the Swedish compulsory school.  
 
My study shows that the teachers’ view of nature is in many parts similar to the Swedish view of nature, but differ in a 
closer connection to religiosity and in a more every-day-life relation to nature. This is reflected in several of the 
concepts that view of nature consist of. The view of nature is influencing the content in biology partly. Since science 
hold universal concepts which are the same all around the world, the view of nature does not influence the scientific 
parts of biology, but have influence on where the emphases in the education is put. The results show no direct 
influence of the view of nature on teaching methods, but indirectly influenced by the choice of content. 
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Introduction 
This paper was supported by a Minor Field Study scholarship, MFS from the Swedish 
International Development Co-operation Agency, Sida. The scholarship is meant to be used to 
carry out an in-depth study in a developing country as part of the university education. I was 
granted the scholarship from the Department of Teacher Education at Linköping University 
and performed my study during May and June 2000, in the region around Mutare in the 
province Manicaland in Zimbabwe. 

I chose to do my study in Zimbabwe for two simple reasons. First, to limit the language 
barrier as much as possible I wanted to do my research in an English speaking country in 
Africa, and one of Zimbabwe’s official languages is English. Second, I gained a very good 
contact with the Zimbabwean Teacher’s Association (ZIMTA) in the province Manicaland in 
eastern Zimbabwe through the Swedish teachers association, Lärarförbundet, in the province 
of Västmanland. 

Why I made the study 
I am studying to become a teacher in mathematics and natural science (biology, chemistry, 
physics and technology) for years four to nine in the Swedish compulsory school. Knowing 
that the natural sciences are held as a subjects of high priority in the western world I was 
curious to know if and how the focus of the education in natural science differ in another 
culture and to understand the bases of this difference, in this case the Zimbabwean culture.  

To get to know another culture and understand its differences from, and similarities with 
one’s own are important in all international work. With today’s environmental problems that 
affect the whole world global solutions are the only lasting solutions to these problems. To 
manage to find these solutions it is very important to have an insight into and understanding 
of other cultures needs and values. Many things influence national and international decisions 
which affect our environment, one of these is the different views of nature.  

All this has additional value for me as a teacher. I believe that greater knowledge about a 
different culture is essential for a teacher to be able to internationalise education and to 
convey an understanding for and a positive image of other cultures to his or her pupils.  

Introduction to the problem 
During teacher training attention has been paid to how society’s values and present ideas have 
influenced views on education at all times. Both in what type of content that are seen as most 
valuable and the educational methods chosen. Today’s school is no exception. Science is an 
important foundation for today’s western society. This has influenced education and the way 
education is performed such that theory and theoretical reasoning are given a prominent role. 
With our knowledge that many pupils thereby are disadvantaged I would like to investigate 
the content and methods used in natural science in a culture which not until recently have 
been influenced by the same tradition.  

The values and ideas that are present in a society that concern nature is shown in people’s 
view of nature, therefore this part of culture is of most interest for my study. Since I have only 
found general descriptions about culture in Africa and Zimbabwe a large part of my study has 
been to investigate the teacher’s view of nature.  

To perform my thesis I have used a qualitative method with observations and interviews as 
my major sources of information. 
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Problem formulation  

Limitations 
My original purpose was to investigate how culture influenced education in Zimbabwe. I have 
chosen to place some limitations on my study. First of all, culture is a very wide concept and 
therefore I have chosen to look only at one of the many aspects of culture which in many 
ways influences the natural sciences, namely “the view of nature”. 

To limit my study further I have chosen to look into biology only, where I believe the closest 
relations to view of nature are to be found.  

Since my teaching span in age ranges between years four to nine in the Swedish school I have 
chosen to do my study within the same range of years in the Zimbabwean school. That is 
grade four to seven in primary school and form one and two in secondary school. 

Purpose  
To illuminate the Zimbabwean view of nature and its possible influence on the content and 
methods in Zimbabwean biology education.  

Research questions: 
• What view of nature does the Zimbabwean teacher have? 

• In what areas do the main emphases regarding content in Zimbabwean biology education 
lie, respectively regarding the syllabus and among the teachers? 

• What teaching methods are preferred? 

• Is there any influence from a view of nature on the content and methods in Zimbabwean 
biology education? 
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Background 
This is mainly a theory chapter aiming to give the reader an insight into the concepts 
important for this study. First a section about Zimbabwe to understand the culture in which 
the study is made. Then comes a section about the Zimbabwean school system followed by an 
introduction to the concept of culture. Last a section about view of nature, mainly to get 
familiar with the concept and also to understand the foundation on which I base this thesis. 

Zimbabwe 
For the reader’s understanding of the context of this thesis I will give a short introduction to 
the Zimbabwean culture. I will do this by describing Zimbabwe’s history, way of life and 
beliefs.  

Facts about Zimbabwe  

Geography 

Isaksson, 2001 p 31 

 

Zimbabwe is a landlocked country in the south-east of Africa, surrounded by South Africa, 
Botswana, Namibia, Zambia, and Mozambique. It has a population of 11,7 million people 
(2000) in an area about 80% of the size of Sweden. (Isaksson, 2001) 

The quality of the land vary greatly, from rich farmland to desert scrub and aaccordingly both 
rainfall and temperature vary. In the lower parts of the country it may be up to 40 degrees 
centigrade in the summer and only around 300mm of rain in a year might fall while it in the 
highland and mountainous areas over 3000 mm rain might fall and the temperature falls just 
below zero in the winter. (IUCN 1988) 
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The majority of the population is African, with approximately two per cent whites and a half 
per cent coloured and Asian people. The African population is dominated by two groups, 
Shona with 75 per cent of the population, and Ndebele with 20 per cent. (Sandberg and 
Edenborg, 1990) English, Shona and Ndebele are official languages. (Sida) 

Living in Zimbabwe 
Zimbabweans are essentially a rural people, with nearly three quarters of the population living 
in the communal lands1 or on commercial farming and state land. Only one fourth live in 
towns and very few of these forget their rural roots. They see their true homes as somewhere 
in the country, in the community where they were born.(IUCN, 1989) The community is not 
only a formal organisation of people, but form a relationship between the living the unborn 
and the deceased, and have a strong importance in people’s lives. The community is the very 
core in the African life, where a person both works and finds life’s meaning. (Tedla 1995)  

Many of the households on communal lands are partly dependent on income from a family 
member working in the towns and cities. On the other hand, the townspeople have their social 
security in the rural areas. There they find food and temporary work at difficult times and at 
the end of their working lives they return to their home areas and their community to be fed 
and sheltered in their old age. The closeness to the land is at the heart of the indigenous 
cultures in Zimbabwe and has a historical origin, expressed in a variety of customs, oral 
tradition and other expressions. (IUCN 1988) According to Manjengwa (1997) it is a great 
virtue in Zimbabwean culture to be hard working, and many people hold laziness to be the 
cause of poverty.  

 

A short introduction to the Zimbabwean history   
Zimbabwe has had a turbulent history with different groups of people invading the land since 
times immemorial. The Shona people are those with the longest history in Zimbabwe of the 
people who live there today. They invaded the land from the north between 900 and 1100 AD. 
The Great Zimbabwe ruin is the remains of the capital of the state Zimbabwe in its golden era. 
It was at its time the biggest city in sub-Saharan Africa with 20 000 citizens. The country 
based its wealth on trading routes between the gold fields and the east coast.(IUCN, 1988) 

In the fifteenth century Great Zimbabwe was abandoned and the new kingdom of 
Munhumpata arose. Armed conflicts with Portuguese traders during the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries lead to its decline in the early 1800s. At the same time there were 
invasions from the south which established the Ndebele state. (ibid.) Today Shona and 
Ndebele are the biggest groups of people and the areas they inhabit still reflect their historical 
immigration. 

In 1885 Africa was partitioned into colonies at the Berlin Conference, to be ruled by different 
European powers. Cecil Rhodes got a Royal Charter over the Zimbabwe territory in 1889 
from Queen Victoria. The main purpose of his entrance was to find gold for the British South 
Africa Company (BSAC), but he and his men also found extraordinarily fertile soil. They 
started to colonise the country, dividing up the best land and formed what was called Southern 
Rhodesia. During the first years the BSAC met a massive resistance from the population 
which turned into a war of liberation, but the revolt was put down and the African people 

                                                 
1 Communal lands (42% of Zimbabwe’s area) have a historical origin (see history) and are the land of the small 
African farmers, where the majority of the population live. Each communal land has its own district council 
representing the inhabitants in the area. Commercial land is more or less the white farmers land where the 
farmer and his employees live.(Sandberg och Edenborg, 1990) 
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were relocated by compulsory transfer into special areas with poorer land. (Sandberg 
&Edenborg, 1990) There areas were at first called native reserves, changing to Tribal Trust 
Lands and are now known as communal lands. 

Southern Rhodesia was transferred to the British Empire in 1923 to become a British colony. 
The colonial power took no notice of the Africa population’s traditions and linguistic 
inheritance, and the traditional life was greatly disturbed. The beliefs were changed, 
consciously or unconsciously by the modern religion, Christianity. (Kato, 1976) Through 
legislation Southern Rhodesia was divided on racial bases where the Africans were given the 
role as labour force in farms and mines. (IUCN, 1988) This apartheid legislation was still in 
use when Zimbabwe became independent in 1980. 

Before Zimbabwe’s true independence the prime minister of that time, Ian Smith made a 
unilateral declaration of independence in 1965 with economic sanctions from Britain and the 
United Nation as a result. The African nationalism which had been active throughout the 
British rule now escalated and developed into a full-scale civil war. This guerrilla war 
stretched until 1979 when a new constitution for an independent republic of Zimbabwe was 
agreed. After democratic elections Zimbabwe became legally independent on 18 April 1980. 
(IUCN, 1988) 

After its independence in 1980 Zimbabwe became somewhat an African miracle with 
flowering industry, a growing health care and educational system. Many Zimbabweans then 
improved their living standard, but the miracle did not last. Zimbabwe’s finances were 
neglected, and the downturn in their economy have not stopped since. More than 60 per cent 
(1997) of Zimbabwe’s inhabitants are suffering from poverty (earn less than 1 US$ per day) 
and more that 1,2 million people are homeless. Zimbabwe is one of the world’s most unequal 
countries. 70 per cent of the best land is owned by 4500 commercial farmers, most of them 
white, while one million black small farmers share the rest of the land. (Sida) 

The land question has been a cause of irritation, and recent years’ political violence in 
Zimbabwe started with the occupation of white commercial farms in the spring of 2000. Many 
people were killed during the election campaign that preceded the parliament elections in 
summer 2000 (Isaksson, 2001) and a similar scenario took place in the presidential elections 
in March 2002.  

Zimbabwean beliefs 
In Zimbabwe about half of the population are Christian mixed with traditional religions, 
animism, while the other half is divided between Christians and people believing in traditional 
religion. (Isaksson, 2001) Many Christian Africans still believe in spiritual mediums and go to 
witch doctors. One may say that the kernel of the Zimbabwean  people is still Zimbabwean 
though they have a Christian religion. (Kato, 1974) Kato says that an African Christian is a 
person who keeps those values in the African culture that agree with the Christian faith but 
rejects those which disagree.  

In the community are as mentioned previously the living, dead and unborn present. All life, 
visible and invisible is bonded together through the community. This makes it possible for the 
living to communicate with the spirits of the dead through mediums, and get advice from all 
their collected wisdom. Life as a being is seen only as a visible stage of an eternal life, framed 
by birth as the entrance to the visible world, and death as the exit from it. As long as someone 
in the community remembers a deceased’s name the spirit of the deceased is present in the 
community. (Tedla, 1995) 
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Zimbabwe’s educational system 
During the colonial period Zimbabwe had a dual system of education, one system for whites 
and coloured and one for the African population. Each system prepared the child for its 
predetermined role in society. The white child to be the employer and master, the African to 
be the labourer and servant. Africans were also excluded from any form of higher education 
until 1979.(Colclough et al 1990) Education was often used by colonisers as a tool for 
changing the culture in the colonised country. Missionary or colonial education replaced the 
existing indigenous education that had evolved within the culture. (Patel, 1984) 

Since Zimbabwe’s independence in 1980 the government has put a lot of effort into 
education. The aim was to de-colonise the educational system, to democratise and get rid of 
the racial discrimination. To build a system that was localised and well suited the 
Zimbabwean needs and give every child an opportunity to attend education. (Colclough et al 
1990)  

“No child in Zimbabwe shall be refused admission to any school on the grounds of race, tribe, 
colour, religion, creed, place of origin, political opinion or the social status of his parents.”  

ZEA 1996 section 4(2)  

Development of curriculum and syllabi 
The Zimbabwean Curriculum is similar to many other curricula in the world, with the same 
emphases on English, Mathematics, Science, History, Geography, Bible and modern 
languages. In addition to this it contains some practical subjects, for example agriculture, 
fashion and fabrics and building and constructing, as well as the education of Shona and 
Ndebele. All the subjects have been re-orientated for Zimbabwean needs so that they fit in 
content and teaching approach. (Welle-Strand 1996) 

Zimbabwe’s curriculum was centrally determined after independence and a Curriculum 
Development Unit was established for implementation of its aims. One of its main aims was 
to encourage the two big languages Shona and Ndebele as well as English. Syllabi for science, 
agriculture and technical subjects were soon developed based on Zimbabwe’s priorities. 
These priorities have changed, and so have the syllabi. In 1984 came new syllabi reflecting 
national educational goals. There was an emphasis placed on mathematics, science and 
technical subjects and the curriculum gave academic and practical subjects equal weight. A 
decision was taken not to stream pupils until after the Zimbabwe Junior Certificate. In 1987 
came another change where academic subjects was combined with skills training into 
different modules created for different abilities, interests and aptitudes, so that every child 
would have the opportunity to develop his or her own potential. With this curriculum the 1987 
Education Act was introduced. (ibid.) 

Present School system 
According to Zimbabwe’s Educational Act (ZEA) 1987, every child in Zimbabwe shall have 
the right to school education, and is obliged to attend seven years of compulsory primary 
school. It is the parents duty to see that their children attend school. Children start school at 
the age of six or seven. The seven years in primary school are promoted automatically without 
any entry tests and divided into “infant grades” (year 1-2) and “junior grades” (year 3-7) 
(Colclough et al 1990). 

In all primary schools English shall be taught from first grade, as well as the mother tongue of 
the majority in the area, that is Shona or Ndebele. Up to the fourth grade Shona or Ndebele 
may be used as the instruction language in the classroom, but from the fourth grade English 
has to be used in all teaching. (ZEA 1987) 
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Secondary school is divided into three sections of each two years. To enter form1 there is no 
selection, all pupils who the  who have passed the final tests in primary school (and can afford 
the education) may attend secondary education. The first two years end with the Zimbabwe 
Junior Certificate (ZJC) examination which is used to determine pupils interests and 
capabilities for their further studies. The next two years result in an O-level (ordinary level) 
examination which with another two years are extended into A-level (advanced level). 
(Colclough et al 1990)  

Examination system 
At primary level the examinations are set at each school respectively, except for a state exam 
in grade seven (Gutuza). This primary school-leaving examination include examination in 
English, Mathematics, Shona or Ndebele and one general paper containing all general 
subjects.  

The same type of state exam is used in the end of form two in secondary school, the 
Zimbabwe Junior Certificate (ZJC).(Welle –Strand 1996) In the O-level exam in form four 
and the A-level exam in form six the Cambridge examination form is used, developed in co-
operation with the Zimbabwean examination board. In 1996 the O-level examination was 
adjusted to Zimbabwe, and the A-level examination was localised in 2000. To take a state 
examination there is a fee at 200 Zimbabwe dollar per subject (Gutuza)  

The educational system in Zimbabwe can be seen as examination oriented, and many see the 
focus on examination as causing a school with a focus on learning of factual information 
instead of comprehension of the content and development of learning skills. This since the 
national examinations and the fixed Cambridge examinations determine the content in the 
Zimbabwean curricula. (Welle-Strand 1996) Manjengwa (1997) state that it is a common 
opinion amongst both pupils and teachers that the more factual knowledge you have, the 
easier it is to pass the exams. Therefore the level of factual knowledge is high while the 
understanding and analyses of it is low in Zimbabwean secondary schools. 

Teaching methods 
All the subjects have been re-orientated for Zimbabwean needs so that they fit in content and 
teaching approach. However have the teachers been neglected in this process, causing an 
implementation problem, why the curriculum’s aims are harder to achieve. The main 
pedagogical aim is to make all aspects of the school curriculum relevant to the world of work, 
to teach useful knowledge, which largely is synonymous with practical learning. (Welle-
Strand 1996)  

According to Lewin & Bajah et al (1991) the largest amounts of lesson time in Zimbabwean 
science education are devoted to a teacher- class discussion, where the teacher is in the centre 
and asks questions to which pupils respond. Class and group activities are also present as well 
as demonstrations, and more seldom experiments although biology areas more often had 
experiments than the other sciences. The teachers were all very positive to a practical way of 
teaching science, but did apparently not accomplish this. The average time spent on each 
method in the study is shown in table 1 
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PROFILE OF LESSON TIME % Total time 

Teacher talks, pupils listen 10.1
Teacher dictates 0.9 
Teacher demonstrates 6.2 
Teacher/class discussion 19.6 
Teacher asks questions 20.0 
Teacher works with groups 7.9 
Pupils read 2.5 
Pupils write 11.8 
Teacher reads 0.6 
Pupils do activity 18.4 
Other events 3.0 
Table 1. Average time spent on different activities in a science lesson in Zimbabwe.  
Lewin &Bajah et al 1991, p45. 
 
Lewin & Bajah (1991) also mention that the teachers are discontent with the syllabus and do 
not follow its recommendations when planning and performing. Trained teachers follow the 
syllabus to a greater extent than the untrained ones. 
 

School situation and poverty 
Zimbabwe’s educational system grew rapidly after independence, and primary education was 
fee-free. However with a difficult economic situation fees were reintroduced with the 1996 
ZEA, with the objective of keeping them as low as possible. Because of the big extension of 
the educational system after independence there is now a possibility for all children to attend 
education and almost all children in Zimbabwe start primary school, but a relatively large part 
drop out of school for economic reasons. Although the primary school fees are low, costs for 
school-uniforms, books and loss of working hands in the home force children to stop. In 
secondary schools the finishing ratio is rather low, only 50% of those who start primary 
school complete an O-level. (Colclough et al 1990)  

The rapid extension of schools have been made with a dependence upon individuals, families 
and communities to contribute economically with facilities, equipment and materials, through 
school-fees or other contributions. This has made schools very unequal, in favour of the 
richest people. Schools in the rural areas are often having a situation where it is even difficult 
to provide pupils with an adequate education, and this is reflected in the pupils results. The 
grants paid from the government for each pupil do not even cover the costs even only for 
exercise books, and certainly not for textbooks in addition. Therefore is the sharing of 
textbooks between many children widespread in primary schools, and parents have to buy 
supplementing materials for their children if the quality of the education not is to be affected 
seriously. Since many parents can not even afford the term fee, to buy materials is difficult for 
economic reasons. (ibid.)  

In spite of this most Zimbabwean have a basic education, there was also an effort on literacy 
education for adults after independence, and the reading ability in Zimbabwe is 92% among 
men and 84 % among women. (Isaksson, 2001) 

Syllabus in practical use 
The school years that are illuminated in this thesis range over three syllabi containing biology. 
In primary school, year four to seven, two Environmental Science (ES) syllabi are used, one 
for year four to five and one for year six to seven. They are similar except for the content in 
each topic, which are made for each year respectively. They are therefore considered as one 
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syllabus in this thesis. In secondary school year eight to nine, the Zimbabwe Junior Certificate 
(ZJC) syllabus is used. 
 

Environmental Science Syllabus 
Environmental science is an integrated subject with content from different areas concerning 
the environment, among those biology. The main purpose is to make pupils aware of 
themselves and the physical environment around them and also to develop some basic 
scientific knowledge, skills and attitudes. The syllabus lays stress on environmental 
awareness, both to see local environmental problems as deforestation and drought and to 
develop an understanding and positive attitudes towards the environment. 

ES syllabus contains nine topics which all are considered in each year of primary school, 
namely: 

• Water 
• Soil, Grass and Grazing 
• Trees and Forestry 
• Crop Plants and Animals 
• Health and Pollution 
• Energy and Fuels 
• Weather 
• Materials and Technology 
• Landforms and Maps 
 

The ES syllabus gives guidelines both regarding the content, the methods and the material. 
For each topic is a “Scope and Sequence chart” presented as a view over the content in the 
particular topic for all years of primary school. For each year is a further description over the 
education in each topic presented containing key concepts, objectives, suggested learning 
activities, suggested learning resources and assessments. Thus the syllabus shows very clearly 
both what to educate about and how to teach. As an example follows the scope and sequence 
chart for Soil Grass and Grazing and the grade five topic description of Soil Grass and 
Grazing in appendix 1 & 2. 

The ES syllabus also contain a special chapter about methodology encouraging a pupil 
centred teaching with a hands-on approach. Different activity based methods are suggested, 
keeping the aim to have the pupil in centre. These suggestions are:  

• Experimentation 

• Field trips 

• Games 

• Problem Solving 

• Resource Method 

• Drama 

• Case Study 

• Project method 

• Demonstration 

• Simulation 

 

Both the syllabus general part as well as the topic specific part a show the great reliability on 
the environment as teaching media. So say e.g. section 2.6, ES syllabus 1994, p. ii:  

”Throughout the syllabus there is an emphasis on using the environment both as a source of 
learning and as a resource for learning activities” 
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This is also shown in the topic descriptions for each year where suggestions are given to 
material and methods. 

Zimbabwe Junior Certificate Syllabus 
The ZJC syllabus covers the first two years of secondary school. It aims to give pupils 
scientific skills as a preparation for O-level studies. The focus is mostly on acquiring 
scientific attitudes and methods, but also life processes and environment conservation are 
considered. The syllabus consists of ten units, namely: 

A. Learning to be a scientist 
B. Energy and energy uses 
C. Plants and animals 
D. The particle nature of matter 
E. Resources and the environment 
F. Life processes 
G. Force and action 
H. Reproduction 
I. Health 
J. Electricity 

Each unit has different topics presented with content, assessment objectives, and notes and 
activities as showed in appendix 3. As in ES syllabus, ZJC syllabus give examples on both 
what to teach and how to teach. The methodology chapter encourage a pupil centred practical 
approach to the subject. 

“Emphases should be placed on providing pupils with practical experience so that they see 
science as an active and exciting study.” ZJC syllabus 1993, p.4 

Every school then has to interpret the syllabus and do its own lecture scheme for the teachers 
to follow. 

It is interesting to note that Zimbabwe does not have any official policy for environmental 
education, but the content in the syllabi still covers the area well (Manjengwa, 1997), which 
also is shown above. Manjengwa (1997) also states that education about environmental issues 
is often human-centred.  

Teacher training 
There are two ways of becoming a teacher in Zimbabwe. The most common way is to attend 
three years of teacher training at a teachers’ college. Most students have A-level exams, but 
five passes at O-level qualifies students to apply. Because of the many applicants the O-level 
applicants are seldom taken. There is also a possibility to become a teacher after university 
studies. (Gutuza) 

The ratio of trained verses untrained teachers is 1:1 in Zimbabwean primary schools(1990) 
(Colclough et al, 1990). 

What does culture mean? 
Kato (1974) gives an explanation to this question that is similar to other explanations of 
culture, and his definition will be shown in this chapter.  

Culture can be defined as what makes a people a homogeneous community. Their common 
physical practices and objects, social practices, knowledge and behaviour and ideas build their 
culture, and the basic philosophy gives meaning to its outward manifestations. (Kato, 1974) 
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                 Kato,1974, p.14

If culture is described as an 
egg, only the thin shell is 
what is obvious, the conscious 
part of the culture, as 
traditions, music, clothing and 
objects. Inside the egg are the 
culture’s values and mythical 
beliefs, and as its yolk the 
philosophy of the culture. 
(Kato, 1974.) 

 
The philosophical level of a 
culture is what is most 
resistant to change. It answers 
questions about what gives 
meaning to life, and answers 
life’s problems. For example 
in traditional African culture2 
nothing happens by chance. 
The lightening is seen as the 
arrows of the gods, if it strikes 
it is to snatch away a wicked 
person who deserves the punishment of the gods, the flow of a river is directed by the god of 
the river. (ibid) 

Religious activities though, belong not to the philosophical level but to the mythical level, as 
well as the religions explanations to life, death and origin. (ibid.) It is also in the mythical 
level you find parts of a culture’s view of nature, as well as in the value level.(Hjort, 1997) 

In the value level lies what is considered having different importance in a society. In African 
societies marriage is important, and even more important is to have children, most important 
male children. This is why marriage is made in early age, and why polygamy is sometimes 
accepted, especially if the first wife is infertile (the male is never considered to be the infertile 
one). Not to have children is as bad as not being married, and to not be married is seen as a 
total abnormality. Many children are a richness, and valuable as a work force. The respect and 
care for one’s parents is also strong in African culture.(Kato, 1974) 

Cultural influences on education 
The role and form of education has changed through history in its’ relation to culture. Formal, 
nonformal and informal education have also held different roles, and formal education is a 
relatively new concept, especially for the common people. Education has previously been 
conserving the culture, but has turned into promoting cultural change. Education has been 
important for the development of the modern society, and is so in developing countries. The 
formal education in the western world has taken culture little into consideration which 
resulted in a violation of the cultural identity of the individual. In the same way formal 
education is a totally different culture than the surrounding society today in developing 
countries, which in itself may cause a conflict. (Patel, 1984) 

                                                 
2 African culture is often considered to be similar all over the continent. The core is the same, but its outward 
expressions differ. 
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View of nature 
This chapter contains three sections, all constructed to give the reader an overview of the 
concept “view of nature”, first an introductory description of the concept view of nature, 
followed by a short review of the western view of nature through our history. Finally I have 
made an attempt to define the key concepts of view of nature and these are illuminated by the 
Swedish view of nature of each concept, which at the same time reveals my origins as author. 

I have not had access to any source about the Zimbabwean view of nature, which is why this 
chapter lacks that information. I have to direct the readers to my result chapter for some 
information. 

The concept, view of nature 

Influences 
The foundation of “view of nature” is about people’s ideas and conceptions about how the 
world is constituted. It is a part of people’s philosophy of life. The basic concepts in view of 
nature is about people’s approaches and attitudes towards nature, as well as their esthetic and 
moral apprehensions of it. (Sörlin (red), 1997)  

A view of nature is intimately bonded to a people’s culture, that is, among other things 
people’s way of living and the structure of their society. It is formed by the ever changing 
relation between the prevailing ideas in society and the knowledge about nature’s conditions 
i.e. existing scientific training about nature.(Hjort, 1997)  

Even the definition and the meaning of nature is constantly changing, so view of nature is not 
a constant concept, but varies greatly. Not seldom are people combining meanings about 
nature and her relations which are inconsistent if one looks at them logically, but this 
inconsistency still give a meaning of people’s view of nature. That the thoughts are 
impossible to combine logically does not mean that they cannot be combined in a person’s 
view of nature. (Uddenberg, 1995) There will be several examples of this below. 

Today, biology with Darwin’s evolution theory and the ecology thought is very much 
influencing our Swedish view of nature, as well as a growing environmental awareness. Other 
sciences also influence, not to forget literature, art and music. (Uddenberg, 1995) 

Expressions 
The view of nature is expressed in people’s attitudes towards nature and how they look on the 
essence of nature, that is her inner structure and conditions. In this way the view of nature also 
influences in which way people relate to nature and how natural resources are used. It 
influences the attitudes towards preservation and also the view on the intrinsic value of plants 
and animals.(Hjort, 1997)  

The apprehension of societies’ historical roles in nature also show people’s thoughts about 
how they think it should be today. (Uddenberg 1995) 

Since the view of nature a person has is part of her philosophy of life, it may be inconsistent 
with how she really act, as it lies within it’s nature. View of nature express how a person think 
it should be and how she would like to act, not how it really is or how she really acts 
(Uddenberg, 1998). This must influence the way to look upon the view of nature in this 
chapter as well as the results in my survey. 
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View of nature is changing 
Through history people’s view of nature has changed. In the beginning of man’s history, in 
the cultures of hunters-gathers, the connection to nature was very close. Man was totally 
dependent on nature and her resources for all his needs and lived as a part of the ecosystem. 
Therefore was the hunters-gathers’ view of nature characterised by respect for nature and a 
feeling of being allied with nature. (Hjort, 1997) Nature was often seen as animated, and 
religious ideas and taboos stopped man from using nature too hard (Sörlin, 1997) 

People in the agricultural societies revered above all the cultivated land and it is among these 
people man’s alienation from nature begins. The land used by man had to be defended from 
the evil wilderness and the animals from the wild beasts. The connection to nature was still 
strong, mostly though to the cultivated land. Man was still dependent on nature and its 
resources was seen as limited, therefore was the use of nature restricted. (Hjort, 1997) 

Christianity was radically changing man’s view of nature. The sacred object was moved from 
its former place, on earth and in nature, up in heaven. Nature becomes profane. (ibid.) Still, 
the cultivated land is seen as the good land and the wilderness as something that has to be 
subjugated. Two ideas about the relation between man and nature have been conveyed by the 
bible. The long time prevailing thought gives man the role as ruler of nature and gives him the 
moral right to use nature for his own benefit. Man’s exploitation, subjugation and destruction 
of nature is thereby justified. In the other idea nature has an intrinsic value, nature is good and 
fertile and man’s duty is to care for nature and handle it with respect. (Sörlin, 1997) 

With the scientific revolution in Europe in the 17th century the moral and restrictive function 
of view of nature disappears. Nature is seen as a soulless source of resources all made for 
man’s disposal. This legitimates the exploitation of nature in the industrial revolution which 
so has increased our welfare. Parallel, as a reaction to these thoughts is the thought of nature 
as an ecosystem developing. The ecosystem thought makes nature vulnerable and nature’s 
resources are seen as limited. The thought had its origin a long time back, but were 
enlightened when the environmental consequences of  industrialism started to show. This has 
influenced our own time, and in the 20th century the European view of nature is more and 
more characterised by an environmental awareness. (ibid.) 

Definition of key concepts and insight in the Swedish view of nature 
The view of nature is about ideas and ideas are complicated to study if they are not 
articulated. So, to be able to find the Zimbabwean teachers’ view of nature and construct my 
interviews I have made an attempt to articulate the most important concepts in the view of 
nature. I landed up with six key concepts:  

• Ideas of inner spirit and structure 

• Mans position in nature. 

• The way people associate with nature  

• Peoples attitudes towards the intrinsic value of plants and animals 

• Use of natural resources  

• Peoples attitudes towards nature conservation 

These are my interpretations of what the core in view of nature consist of, derived from Hjort 
(1997), Sörlin (1997) and Uddenberg (1995 & 1998). 
 
Here follows a further explanation of each concept. Under each category I also present a 
description of the Swedish views of nature to give a deeper understanding of the concepts, 
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and to explain the foundation from which I later on interpret my interviews. The information 
about modern Swedish views of nature is from Uddenberg (1998). In some cases when 
Uddenberg (1995) is used, this is stated.  

Ideas of inner spirit and structure 
This category contain people’s apprehension of nature. What nature consist of, how it is 
thought of, if it has a soul, if there are different types of nature and so on. People can see 
nature as mechanistic or animated, as having meaning or being the result of coincidences. 
(Uddenberg 1995) All these parts can be included in the question, What is nature? This 
category means to give an answer to that question, to explain how people interpret nature.  

The most common definition to nature today is as the surrounding landscape and the plants 
and animals it contains(Uddenberg 1995). In Sweden nature is seen as self-developing, vivid 
and spontaneous in contrast to man-made dead things. Swedes feel reverence for nature and 
experiences in nature are almost religious, even though not out spoken since Swedes often see 
themselves as non-religious. (Uddenberg 1998) As said previously nature is seen as having its 
own ecological balance which has to be maintained. Places which have been changed by man 
are seen as less natural than untouched nature, a forest is more natural than a field which is 
more natural than a city. Likewise are products from the natural environment, as game meet 
and mushrooms seen as better than cultivated products. This is an apprehension where the 
opposite has been prevailing for a long time. (Uddenberg 1995) 

 

Man’s position in nature. 
This category is about what role people suggest that man play in nature and what role he 
should have. As shown previously man’s role through history has changed, man has been the 
ruler, the conqueror, the care taker, the improver and has lived as part of the ecosystem. The 
category also contains thoughts about if, and how man has an exceptional position compared 
to other creatures, if and how man is different. 

A popular version of Darwin’s evolution theory has become the possession of everyone in 
Sweden, though they do not follow the theory fully. Many protest when it comes to drawing 
socio-biological conclusions as that evolution can explain the conditions of something as 
complex as the human relations. So evolution is found true even for man, but man still has a 
special position in that he stands beside a development ruled only by evolution.  

Another area that influence is ecology. Nature is seen as having a natural balance where 
everything has the same value and man is just one organism among others. Man is part of the 
ecosystem and does not have more right to live than any other organism, he can even be seen 
as a noxious animal, a destructive force which destroys nature. Man does not have the right to 
disturb the ecological balance of any reason, since he then would undermine his own 
existence. 

The way people associate with nature  
This category contain people’s interactions with nature in all levels, the way they are in 
contact with nature and what the purpose of that contact is. Simply the answer to the questions 
how, where, when, and why they associate with nature, and also their apprehension and 
experience of the contact and what it gives to the person falling under this category.  

The Swedes are proud of their clean, relatively undisturbed nature and their clean farming. 
There is a strong feeling for nature hidden in the soul of the Swedish nationality and outdoor 
experiences are very important. Swedish people spend more time in the nature than other 
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people in the western world, and many have summer houses, caravans or boats where they 
spend their holidays. The reasons for going out are many. To study birds or plants, to pick 
mushrooms or berries, to hunt, go fishing, to exercise or just relax. Whatever reason is given, 
there is a need for the natural experience itself. People find a contrast to society’s order and 
the technology they meet in their every day life when they spend time in the nature. The 
nature is a source of recreation and recovery, of peace, quietness and above all, aesthetic 
experiences and existential reflection. 

Intrinsic value 
This category contains people’s attitudes towards the intrinsic value of plants and animals. It 
contains opinions as to whether some species have higher value than other and if so, in what 
relation is that value higher. 

In the Swedish view of nature, nature has an intrinsic value but is not inviolable. Man has the 
right to use nature to some extent but its only value is not to be a resource for man. Nature is 
seen as a living complex with meaning, where every organism has a unique role to play to 
maintain the ecological balance. All life have the same importance in the ecological balance 
and therefore has the same value, no matter if it is good or bad for man. A person may like or 
dislike a species, but its intrinsic value still remain the same (Uddenberg, 1995). 

Use of natural resources 
This category explains how people look upon the natural resources, how they use the natural 
resources around them and what they think of that use. Natural resources are in my thesis 
defined as all resources that is possible for man to use, and also this use has a wider meaning.  

Previously in history nature has been an economic resource more or less direct for the 
individual man. For the modern Swede nature is principally a source for recreation and self-
fulfilment. The use is indirect and fairly far from the daily consciousness of every man. This 
has changed the attitude towards the use of natural resources, and the untouched nature is 
idealised. But the attitude is double-edged. Man does not have the right to exploit nature over 
its capacity, but at the same time is encroachment on nature seen as necessary for keeping a 
high living standard and health. This is interfering with man’s need of an pristine nature as a 
place to fulfil his need for recreation. 

Attitudes towards nature conservation 
This category is about how conservation is seen. If it is good or bad, what is found important 
to preserve and why nature conservation is or is not important. 

The environmental awareness is high among the Swedes. Recycling and buying environment 
friendly products goes without saying in many Swedish households. To be environmentally 
aware as consumer is to be considerate to nature, which in turn is good for man. A healthy, 
natural environment is seen as a requirement for people’s health which is an important value 
for the Swede.  

The present environmental threats are taken seriously by the Swede, above all problems with 
the character of a catastrophe, i.e. climate changes, nuclear power and the decreasing ozone 
layer. The feeling of powerlessness against these problems tend to make them more 
threatening than problems closer to the persons reality which are possible to survey and 
influence. 
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Other 

CAMPFIRE 
CAMPFIRE is the acronym for the Communal Areas Management Programme for Indigenous 
Resources. It is a programme engaging communities, often with a high level of poverty, to 
manage the natural resources in their surroundings in a sustainable way and benefit from it. 
Campfire gives people an alternative to destructive uses of the land by making wildlife a 
valuable resource. The benefit goes to preservation of the area and directly to the community, 
where it might result e.g. in the building of a school or a hospital. There are different ways 
that the communities can use their resources as a Campfire project. The income can among 
other things come from selling hunting rights, selling excess stock derived from the 
preservation or from eco-tourism.  

The CAMPFIRE Association is a registered welfare organisation in Zimbabwe and works as 
the co-ordinator in the implementation of Campfire projects in the communities, and as the 
interface between NGO’s connected to Campfire and the policy making government 
departments (CAMPFIRE Association) 
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Methods 
This chapter contain three sections, first an introduction on choice of method and general 
selections, second a section on method questions concerning the observations and interviews, 
and third a method discussion. 

General questions 
In this paper my intention is to dwell upon a complex relationship between the outer core of 
people’s culture, the view of nature, and the education in biology, which itself has a complex 
structure. None of these are possible to quantify and naturally I have chosen a qualitative 
method for my study, which according to Arfvedsson & Ödman (1998) is the most suitable 
method for an investigation concerning schools.  

This is a grounded theory study, which means that all empirical work preceded the theoretical. 
To investigate the teaching methods I chose to do observations as a first step, in what resulted 
in eleven observations. Interviews were performed as a second step to investigate the 
teachers’ view of nature, teaching methods and the teacher’s opinions about the content in 
biology and the importance of the subject. The interviews were recorded on tape and printed. I 
also made an investigation on the national documents regulating the schools in Zimbabwe 
with a focus on the national syllabi. 

The results shall not be seen as any attempt to give the view of nature of the Zimbabwean 
people, or to show opinions about the education valid for all teachers. They should rather be 
seen as an insight in the opinions and view of nature of some teachers teaching in the biology 
area. “Teachers” refer in the chapters connected to my results only to the six interviewed 
teachers in my survey or the eleven observed teachers when that is stated. 

Selection method, general: 
The study was performed in schools in the area close to Mutare in the province of 
Manicaland. The seven schools visited were chosen with the help of ZIMTA (Zimbabwe 
Teachers Association) with the purpose of covering both rural and urban schools of different 
economic standards. I wanted to visit classes corresponding to the range of year four to nine 
in the Swedish school which led me to visit schools of both primary and secondary level.  

The schools were contacted by ZIMTA or by me (Hillcrest college and schools in the 
Marange area). They received brief information about my project and were asked to 
participate in the study. All schools agreed. Before making any observations I always met 
with the head of the school to explain my project, receive general information about the 
school (appendix 4) and get help in choosing teachers for my observations. 

Permission 
Permits to perform the study was granted by the Ministry of Higher Education and 
Technology, the Ministry of Education Sports and Culture, and the corresponding local 
authorities in Manicaland. 
 

Pre-understanding 
In all research, but especially in qualitative research, it is important to be aware of one’s own 
pre-understanding, and that it is from this foundation all interpretations are made (Arfwedson 
& Ödman, 1998). When doing research in a different culture it is more important than ever. 
Then it is not possible to presume that even basic values and apprehensions of the situation 
are the same, which is already difficult in the same culture. It has of course not been possible 
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for me to remain completely objective in my research, but it has been my intention to remain 
as objective as possible. 

Observations 

Selection method: 
Observations were made in one or two classes at each school. Teachers were asked by the 
head of each school if they would participate in my study. In secondary schools teachers with 
biology as a subject were asked in the first place. In primary schools teachers were asked in 
the first place if they taught in an area connected to biology in his or her class at the time of 
my visit. I also had a wish to visit classes of different ages. The main responsibility of the 
selection of teachers was though in the hands of the headmaster at the school, but my wishes 
were mostly fully satisfied.  

In total I made eleven observations in seven schools. The spread of my observations is shown 
in table 2 

 
NAME OF SCHOOL LEVEL RURAL 

/URBAN 
TEACHER 

 /SEX /ca AGE 
CLASS/ AGE OF 

PUPILS 
SUBJECT 

* / female / 30 
 

Grade 6 / 12-13 y. E.S. Health (Female 
reproductive organs) 

Munyarari primary school Primary 
level 

rural 

 female / 50 
 

Grade 5 / 11-12 y. E.S. Health (Diseases) 

* / male / 60 
 

Grade 5 / 11-12 y. E.S. Weather (the 
globe’s movement) 

St Josephs primary school Primary 
level 

urban 

 male / 40 
 

Grade 6 / 12-13 y. E.S. Species (Wildlife & 
its feeding) 

Mt. Makomwe primary 
school 

Primary 
level 

rural   male / 35 Grade 7 / 13-14 y. 
 

E.S. Health (Function of 
the heart) 

Bemhiwa primary school Primary 
level 

rural * /female / 45 Grade 6 / 12-13 y. 
 

E.S. Geography (Crops 
and needs for growing)

* / male / 30 Form 3 / 16-17 y. 
 

Bi. Human digestive 
system 

St Josephs secondary 
school 

Seconda
ry level 

urban 

 male / 60 
 

Form 2 / 15–16 y. Phy. Simple machines 

Marange high Seconda
ry level 

rural 
boarding 

* / male / 60 Form 1 / 14-15 y. Bi. The plant cell 

* / male / 47 Form 2 / 15-16 y. 
 

Bi. Drugs and drug 
abuse. 

O-level slow, grade 5 

Hillcrest College Seconda
ry level 

Urban 
 
 

ditto Form 4 / 15-16 y. 
 

Bi-Ch. Organic 
chemistry 

Table 2. Schools and teachers visited for observations. Interviewed teachers are marked with  *.  
ES = environmental science. Bi = biology Phy = physics Bi-Ch = biochemistry  

 

Research instruments  
All observations followed an observation plan (appendix 5) with general questions to the 
teacher and guidelines for the observation. Notes were taken on an observation form. The 
observation was meant to show the teacher’s method in a particular lesson, the teacher’s and 
pupil’s actions and how the interaction as well as relation was between teacher and pupils.  
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Carrying out the observations 
The teacher was informed about the project and had the opportunity to read my observation 
plan before the observation started. He/she answered the general questions at the beginning of 
the form marked with *. The other questions were filled in by me. Except for the background 
information on the observation plan a short description of the classroom and its facilities were 
made as well as notes of my general impression of the class and classroom. Observations 
were made of one whole lesson from a view where both the teacher’s and the pupil’s actions 
could be studied. Notes were taken continously on an observation form (appendix 6) of main 
activity and side activity of both the teacher and the pupils, some quotes were also noted. This 
was done to extract the teacher’s method and the relationship between teacher and pupils. The 
approximate time of each activity was also noted, meant to show the relative importance of 
the activity. 

Working with the observation 
The notes from my questions in connection with my observations, both to heads and teachers, 
have been put together into different tables and lists. These are shown in this chapter as well 
as in the result chapter, then rewritten as text. 

The notes from the observations have been categorised  and the different methods that the 
teachers used was defined from this. Also the atmosphere in the classroom and the relation 
between teachers and pupils were found from the putting together of these notes. 

Interviews 

Selection method: 
I estimated that six interviews would give a material possible to handle in the frame of this 
study and still give enough information to get a picture of the problem. In Mount Mkomwe 
primary school I chose not to perform any interviews in order to avoid an overweight of 
interviews both from rural primary schools and from the Marange area in my small study.  

The interviewees were chosen on purpose to cover as many schools as possible and to get as 
good spreading as possible in age and sex among the observed teachers. The area of teaching 
was also considered. This gave me the selection of two female and four male interviewees 
marked with * in table 2 above.  

Construction of the interview 
The interview form (appendix 7) was designed according to Arfwedson & Ödman (1998) and 
Patel & Davidsson (1994) with general questions first and last as introduction and ending, 
with the real questions in between. The questions are formed openly as far it was possible 
with exception for the general questions. The interview form may seem excessive, but the 
form has above all been used as a support to investigate the major objectives of the 
interviews. The large number of questions is due to the language. Since English is not my 
mother tongue I wanted to formulate questions as assurance to be able to cover several angles 
of each area. 

One part of the interview is constructed to show the teachers view of nature. As described in 
the chapter “View of nature” I have derived six key concepts to describe the content of the 
view of nature. These concepts have been the bases for my interview questions about the 
Zimbabwean view of nature and each statement is covered by a number of questions in the 
interview. 
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The other part of the interview is about the content and what methods the teachers preferred 
or would prefer if he/she had the opportunity. Regarding questions about content, the content 
of biology present in ZJC or ES in Zimbabwe can be read in the syllabus for each school year. 
Therefore my intention was to find out what knowledge the teachers found as most valuable 
for their pupils and how it corresponded with the syllabus. To know whether I could rely on 
the syllabus as the source of content or not, their attitudes towards the syllabus in general was 
also considered. My intentions regarding method was to find out what types of method were 
commonly used, and the teachers preferences and thoughts about those methods. 

Carrying out the interviews 
All teachers were informed that I intended to perform an interview with six persons among 
them and were asked if they agreed to participate when I met them for the observation. All 
teachers received an interview letter (appendix 8) before the interview, with information about 
my project, the interview’s objective and their right to anonymity.  

The interviews took place in the classroom or in offices nearby and stretched from 45 minutes 
up to 1½ hours. The interviews were recorded on tape and very few notes were taken. This 
because I wanted to be able to follow the teachers reasoning as well as possible and not 
interfere with my understanding of my African-English speaking respondent. Some notes 
were taken, especially on question 25. 

Working with the interviews 
The Interviews were printed out from the text almost word by word. In the printing I left out 
repetitions and slips of the tongue in cases when they in my opinion had no importance for the 
meaning of the statement. This with the support of Arfwedson & Ödman (1998). The text was 
then analysed and the statements were divided into categories which served as the foundation 
for the answers to my research questions. A summary of the content in these categories used 
for my final analyses is shown in appendix 9. 

Method discussion 
The selection of participating teachers in this study relied, first on ZIMTA helping me find 
suitable schools and then on the headmasters on each school choosing teachers. This probably 
influenced at least the educational level among the participating teachers. All teachers in my 
study are qualified, while the ratio between qualified and unqualified teachers in Zimbabwe is 
1:1 (Lewin & Bajah et al, 1991) 

The question of language has a special relevance in this thesis. We interpret our world 
through the concepts that the language puts at our disposal. Different languages give different 
concepts which means that people with different languages interpret events in the 
surroundings differently because they have access to different concepts. To use a second 
language will restrict the understanding of the situation since the user does not have access to 
all concepts this second language gives. (Gilje & Grimen, 1995) In my case both I and the 
persons I interviewed used a second language, which may have led to a higher propotion of 
misunderstandings than if we had shared a common language.  

Language was a special obstacle in question 25, where the teachers often did not know some 
of the plants and animals given to them. My first interpretation was just that they did not 
know of these species, but later I understood that the problem was not within biology, but 
within the language. The teachers did not know the English name of these species, but may 
very well have known them in Shona. 
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A small section on the teachers’ thoughts about the influence from view of nature was also 
present. Since I found that “view of nature” was a fairly unknown expression to people I met 
in Zimbabwe, I did not use the expression view of nature but rather “culture” in my 
interviews. I chose to put my questions about culture/view of nature connected to questions 
about the traditional thinking about nature and way of using nature in the Shona culture and 
referred to them. Depending on the interpretation and answers to those questions the answers 
to the questions about cultural influence vary in specifics. 

Validity 
The big questions concerning validity in my thesis are: Did the interviews show the teachers’ 
view of nature? And, did the observations and interviews show the teachers teaching methods 
and opinions on content?  

First about the view of nature, my limitation to the view of nature from the much wider 
concept culture, and the articulation of measurable key concepts have made it possible to 
answer this question. Secondly, the basis for comparison that the observations form together 
with the interviews, and their agreements on many points is reason to agree that also the 
results are valid. 

Reliability 
One question about reliability has already been dealt with, that of language. That both I and 
the interviewed teachers use a second language reduce the nuances of meanings in the 
interview situation, which means that some information may have been neglected. In the 
interviews about view of nature there was also a risk that the teachers did not respond 
truthfully, but in accordance with their ideal. This does though not interfere with the 
reliability of the results, as Uddenberg (1998) states that this inconsistency is in the nature of 
the view of nature. 
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Results 
The result chapter contains five sections of results based mainly on information collected 
from the interviews, but also from my observations and questions asked in connection with 
the observations, which then will be mentioned. First follows a general introduction about the 
situation at the schools I visited. Then chapters about the content of Zimbabwean biology, 
teachers thoughts about teaching methods and the teachers’ view of nature. Last follows a 
chapter about the teachers’ own apprehension about how a view of nature influences 
education in biology related subjects. 

What is important to note in my results is that both content and methods are thoroughly 
described in the syllabi (see chapter on Syllabi). Therefore special attention is given to the 
teacher’s attitudes toward the syllabus and each section will start with a short review on what 
indications the syllabus give.  

Quotes from the interviews are written in italics. 

General facts about the schools visited  
Information in this chapter comes from the introductory questions to the head of each school 
and from my observations.  

Physical facts 
Of the seven schools I visited four are located in rural areas and three in urban areas, two of 
these in a high density area3 and one just outside a rich garden suburb. None of the schools 
have entrance tests but they have somewhat different financing. All have government funding 
and a general school-fee, but some have additional funding by a church and one, Hillcrest 
College, is funded by high school fees from the pupils. This gives a difference in resources 
between the different schools. Though, all schools but Hillcrest College, have very limited 
resources compared to Swedish schools. The buildings are all made of concrete with plated 
roofs, most of them without ceiling and with visual holes. The number of pupils in the classes 
I visited varies from 30 to 50 with the average of 38 pupils in primary schools and 47 in 
secondary schools. At Hillcrest College the buildings are in much better shape and there are 
about 20 pupils in each class. 

In the classrooms pupils sit very close together, mostly on stationary benches. There are 
usually two blackboards in each classroom, one at each end. The teaching materials are very 
limited, especially in the primary schools where most of the materials are produced by the 
teacher. Drawn pictures, written charts, pictures and other improvised material are used and 
science material is collected in a “science corner”. The science corner usually only contains a 
branch with a birds nest, some bones, some containers and various stones.  

The secondary schools all have laboratory classrooms, the laboratory material varies but is 
limited. They all have microscopes available, up to four pieces at one school to share. At 
Hillcrest College there is one special equipment room to each lab of Swedish standard. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 Densely populated areas outside the bigger cities.  
Sometimes also called townships. 
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Picture of Munyarari primary school   and of St Joseph Secondary school. 

Except for ordinary classrooms, the secondary schools have special locations for practical 
education such as for the subjects “fashion and fabrics” and “building and construction”. All 
schools have a school garden and one or several other facilities connected to agriculture, like 
a crop field, an orchard or a flowerbed, some even keep animals. Hillcrest College also has 
locations for art and music and a video lecture room as well as a well-supplied library and 
some computers. Some of the other schools also have smaller libraries and two schools have 
one computer, unfortunately one of these does not yet have electricity and can therefore not 
use the computer. 

All pupils wear school uniforms, or parts of a school uniform. The condition of the pupils’ 
clothes gave a hint about the economic status in the school and the surrounding area. 

Classroom relations 
There is a formal relation between the teacher and the pupils, who use titles when speaking to 
the teacher. In the beginning of each day pupils greet the teacher in chorus standing up until 
given permission to sit down. Pupils also stand up when answering a question. In the 
classrooms a nice atmosphere prevails with a lot of warmth and humour. Pupils were very 
eager to show their knowledge and were not at all afraid to give the wrong answer even 
though almost all teachers in my opinion were very tough towards those who answered 
wrongly. 

English is used as classroom language and is the language in textbooks, but Shona is 
sometimes used in the lower grades to explain when the pupils have difficulties 
understanding. 

Content 

What the syllabus says 
The ES syllabus contains nine topics of which a thorough description of content is given for 
each year. The overarching aim of the ES syllabus is to “make pupils aware of themselves and 
the physical environment around them”(Zimbabwe Environmental Science Syllabus, 1994). 
There is a focus on environmental problems and creating a positive attitude towards the 
environment as well as developing some basic scientific knowledge. 

The ZJC syllabus contains ten units and a description is given of the content for the two first 
years of secondary school. The focus is mostly on acquiring scientific attitudes and methods, 
but also life processes and environment conservation are considered. 
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What is important knowledge?  
I have found three closely connected categories of answers given by the teachers: “Attitudes 
towards Life”, “Environmental Awareness” and “Life Management”. The teachers mostly 
mentioned at least two of these and I can not see any difference between secondary and 
primary teachers. All three categories have a connection to every day life in Zimbabwe and 
they also have a common ingredient in environmental awareness. The connection between 
these two, the pupil and the environment is what prevails in most of the teachers’ statements 
and is what I find to be the overall most important knowledge for the teachers, in a wide 
sense. 

Attitudes towards life 
The first category is about life in general and considers attitudes towards life. Here the 
teachers want to mediate a positive attitude to life to their pupils, to change their attitudes 
about life and to put science in the perspective of life. As one teacher says: “the pupil must be 
able to appreciate life in general”. One of the teachers that mention this sees nature as “life” 
and in that case this statement can also be seen as mediating a positive attitude towards nature. 
(See result chapter on view of nature.) 

Environmental awareness 
The second category is about environmental awareness. The teachers find it important to give 
pupils knowledge about how the environment works and how to maintain it. There is an 
emphases on the ecological interactions with special attention given to man’s interactions 
with his surroundings, and how this affects life. Education about environmental awareness is 
also found important for a second reason, the effect of spreading this knowledge to the older 
generation. As one teacher says “If children are aware of such things then they’ll be able to 
teach their parents. Many of their parents are not aware of what they are doing when they are 
destroying the nature.” 

Life management 
The third category of importance is in a way connecting the two above. The teachers wants to 
give the pupils the knowledge so “that they are capable of managing their own lives”. This 
category is very wide, and may include all sorts of knowledge that can be useful for the pupils 
to be “prepared for what is coming in the future”. The focus is on health and physiology, 
including sexual instruction, and also on preservation of the environment as “living space”. 
The pupils ”have to know how their bodies work, they have to know how the environment 
works, they have to know how to maintain the environment in order to, for it to help in their 
life.” So in this category again the Zimbabwean way of life is very much present. To gain 
knowledge about how their bodies work and how to take care of this body, to keep healthy is 
important to be able to “make their bodies do maximal work, and then avoid problems like 
being pregnant”.  

Relation to the syllabus.  
My general impression is that all teachers are satisfied with how the syllabus reflects what 
they find as important knowledge. In some cases teachers would like more time for science, or 
biology in general, but are still content with what the syllabus contains. In a comparison 
between the results above and the aims and objectives of the syllabus there is a clear 
connection. This means that I in my further analyses can more or less rely on the syllabus as 
the source of contents of Zimbabwean science. 
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Flexibility and contents. 
But it does not mean that all the teachers are fully satisfied. Several teachers show a slight 
discontent about the flexibility as well as the formulation of the syllabus. “Here the system is 
pretty rigid… the ministry of Education decides what you actually will be teaching in the 
classroom. And they more or less by choosing the content determine the sequence of which 
you present a material. Because if you jump, you lose progression completely. One primary 
teacher is severely dissatisfied with the strict obedience of the syllabus and the school scheme 
at that school. “If it was only stating a topic then a person could be flexible within that topic, 
knowing your limits, not being actually told what to be looking at.” 

Examination system restricts flexibility. 
Since the national examination determines specific goals for each grade in secondary school 
(and year seven, primary school) it directly influences the content in the education and even 
indirectly in at least two ways. First it influences the flexibility of the syllabus. The secondary 
teachers feel that they have less flexibility than the primary teachers, and can only go outside 
the syllabus if there is time. Referring to the examination one secondary teacher says “I do 
have to follow the syllabus strictly.[…] Because the moment I go out of the syllabus then the 
pupils may be misled” and believe that they will have problems in the examination if the 
teacher does. The primary teachers have more flexibility, especially if they teach the same 
class a number of years (which is not always the case) and therefore have syllabi for several 
subjects and several years to combine, but the flexibility still lies within the syllabus. ” you 
can either go back or go ahead…or you can even go into another subject”  

Examination system gives factual knowledge. 
The examination system is also affecting the attitudes towards knowledge. Referring to that 
the syllabus is constructed to fit the examinations and that it changes with the examination 
board one secondary teacher says: “We still have this idea that the more facts a kid has about 
a subject, the more he understands it. Never mind whether he understands the underlying 
principals” Clearly the teacher is not satisfied with this and also states that he wants to see a 
change of the syllabus in this matter.  

 

Teaching methods 
The information in this chapter comes from my observations and from the interviews. 

What the syllabus says 
The environmental science syllabus puts a great emphases on the use of the environment in 
teaching. The environment is recommended to be used both as the place of performing 
education and as the source of examples, experiments and investigations. Overall a hands-on 
process approach is recommended for teaching science involving problem solving and 
curiosity encouragement. For each topic several examples of methods and approaches are 
given. 

In the junior certificate syllabus practical experience is in focus, referring mostly to 
experiments and scientific methods. The environment does not have an as important role in 
ZJC syllabus as in the ES syllabus. 

Teaching methods used in the lessons observed  
Most of the lessons I observed were based on forms of lectures, where the teacher explains, 
shows pictures and asks questions that the pupils answer individually or in chorus. The larger 
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part in time is put on this method. Choruses are also relatively often used e.g. to repeat a 
correct answer, fill in a sentence and, in primary school, to repeat English words that are new 
or difficult to pronounce.  

Some sort of pupil activity is also used in various degrees in almost all the lessons, both in 
primary and secondary schools. Group work and group discussions are most common, and the 
groups often report their results by writing on the blackboard. In some of the lessons a short 
demonstration is performed. The pupils seem very interested and often take part in the 
demonstrations in some way, by acting, holding or helping. I attended two lessons with 
laboratory elements for the whole class, one in primary school where the pupils took their 
pulses, and one in secondary school where the pupils looked at plant- and animal cells in 
microscopes (two for the whole class). There are also examples of activating pupils by letting 
them tell about something by their desk or at the blackboard, to make a rhyme or do a task at 
the blackboard.  

Some sort of individual work, like writing answers to questions written on the blackboard or 
from the textbook is also often used. Time is set aside in almost all lessons for the pupils to 
draw pictures and/or write down questions in their writing book that is collected from the text 
book and written on the blackboard by the teacher.  

Preferred teaching methods 
All the interviewed teachers are in various extent stating that they want the pupils to be 
involved in the science lessons in some way. Experiments are seen as one natural choice for 
most of the teachers “I think children on primary level need an experimental type of science”, 
“Most of our science lessons are built on experiments”. Teachers believe that the children 
learn better from an experiment, when they get to manipulate, to hold and also to see what the 
teacher is talking about. Demonstrations were used during several of my observations and are 
also mentioned as a good method in the interviews, where the pupils may see relations 
without manipulating themselves. “Children learn better when they see what we are talking 
about.” Demonstrations are often used as a second choice as a result of the lack of 
experimental material “at times we are forced to demonstrate, we can not have the lab for all 
the class”. The lack of equipment is mentioned by all teachers but the one at Hillcrest college 
and seems to have a general legitimacy. “some schools are better equipped than others, but 
generally in all Zimbabwean schools they have got these problems” This clearly restricts their 
choice of methods, not only to choose demonstrations when they would rather let the pupils 
do an experiment, but sometimes even to excluding any type of experimental part of the 
lesson. “When we are facing such a situation, that’s when we have to stick to the board.” A 
lot of preparation time is therefore put on collecting and constructing things for the science 
lessons. Teachers often have to improvise.  

Still, the environment is available, and all teachers use the outdoor environment in their 
education. They see both positive and negative sides with being outdoors “Being outdoors 
with the kids is good and bad, it depends on how you handle the lesson”. Some of the teachers 
see an overweight on the negative sides, as that it is more time consuming to take the class 
outside than bringing objects into the classroom and that the children lack concentration and 
therefore learn less. These teachers prefer to stay in the classroom, and use the environment 
less than the teachers that see an overweight of the positive sides. Some of the “outdoor-
positive” teachers even think that being outdoors is one of the most important methods to use 
in school. The positive sides are that the pupils enjoy being outside and are more interested. 
Outside they can see the real examples and as said previously, it is an opinion that “Seeing is 
believing!” “It seems the children remember the material better from what they see.” So the 
pupils learn a lot and remember better. All teachers are aware of both the positive and the 
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negative sides but do not agree on its effects on education. Both “outdoor-positives” and 
“outdoor-negatives” state that the pupils learn better their way. 

Another method mentioned by some teachers is to let the pupils discover relationships 
themselves. One teacher says, “I think the discovery method is one of the best, I try to use it in 
most of my lessons”. This is a method that can influence and be integrated in other types of 
methods and is closely related to experiments. Also group work or group discussions are 
preferred by some teachers as a way of working, and are sometimes used in laboratory work.  

Influences from the syllabus  
Many influences are already concerned in the chapter “Content” but additionally the syllabus 
in Zimbabwe gives guidelines also regarding appropriate methods for each topic. Naturally 
they influence the methods and probably also teachers preferences, one teacher also mentions 
that being outdoors is prescribed by the syllabus. All primary schools also have one of the five 
weekly science lessons set aside as a practical lesson in the school garden. 

The syllabi also influence the methods by their aims and their content. In secondary ZJC the 
aim is to give pupils basic scientific skills and it is then natural to try to use an experimental 
approach. As mentioned earlier this is not possible to such an extent as teachers would like, 
and this method would increase if they had enough teaching aids according to most teachers. 
Also the content in the syllabus influences the methods. One teacher says, “I think our 
syllabus is different from when I was at school. When I was at school the plants and animals 
we talked about were English […] now we only relate to what is in our own environment. 
That’s why we have all these outdoor lessons.” As already mentioned the content also 
restricts the flexibility, even considering methods in the way it determines the sequence of 
teaching. 

The teachers’ view of nature 
In my interviews I have used my definition of view of nature, as shown in the background 
chapter “View of nature” to find out the Zimbabwean teachers’ views of nature. The results 
from each variable in the concept “view of nature” will be presented in this chapter one by 
one.  

Ideas of inner spirit and structure 
“Nature, it means life.…It includes life and life is, how should I say, something rather 
complicated, and if you start life you end up realising that there are a number of aspects that 
come into explain nature.” This statement explains something about how this result category 
is formed. Since there are so many aspects of nature, the results are divided into three sub-
categories each of which explains an aspect of how nature is constituted. 

How nature is constituted 
Many of the teachers use the common interpretation of nature as the surrounding landscape 
and the plants and animals it contains. ”I would say I’m looking at the natural environment 
around. That is, anything around me I would take as part of it” This interpretation dominates 
but it is possible to see small variations of this interpretation with slightly different meanings. 

“Nature, it means life.”. In this statement nature has a wider meaning in that it automatically 
includes everything and lifts the meaning to a philosophical level. Several of the teachers also 
give a direct religious meaning to nature so that nature is “The natural things. The physical 
things that were created by the Lord.” which can be combined with a scientific way of 
thinking. One teacher says “I put everything in the biosphere under nature.” This is a 
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statement where a scientific way of looking at nature shows, and the same teacher says “I 
actually think that we’re living in an intelligent universe” He states that this world is an 
ordered universe where everything is following the rules that science is trying to find out or 
already has found “but to think that we ended up in this ordered universe is a little bit, you 
know, like stretching one’s imagination to extreme limits” It is though up to every person to 
call the intelligence in the universe whatever he or she wants, but the teacher is convinced that 
it exists.  

Nature affected by man is seen as lacking some aspects of nature. A city is e.g. not nature in 
itself but it contains living beings and so there is nature present in the city. “So it’s less nature 
than in the rural area” A garden may not have the same standard as a forest because a garden 
is planned and structured by man whilst things happen naturally in the forest. This can also be 
said by stating that cities and gardens are changes to what God has made, a development of 
nature made by man, which gives the statement a more positive ring. There is also one 
opinion that nature changed by man is no different from any other nature, and posesses the 
same status whether it is changed or not. Nature is “everything that is created by, that is made 
by God, and it includes everything made by man,” Nature is made by God and man is made 
by God, thereby man’s creations and nature changed by man are still part of nature. 

Nature’s structure 
When it comes to the structure of nature there are two different opinions. One where the 
teachers think that nature consists of different types of nature and different categories of 
species. In the other opinion nature as a concept cannot be divided into different types, but 
there can still be different environments and different aspects that come into explain nature. 
The differences of opinion may be regarded as small but are nevertheless very important. 
They give a hint about what degree of holistic worldview a teacher has, which has a great 
influence on all their thoughts on nature and life.  

All teachers but one have an ecological way of seeing nature where all living beings, 
including man, are part of the ecosystem. Nature has its own ecological balance where all 
organisms are linked and interdependent. “Everything in nature has a particular part it plays, 
it plays a very important part somehow but you don’t consider that directly. But you’ll find 
that even an earthworm has got a particular function to play.” Nature in balance is 
considered to be the most natural state and therefore a nature in balance is good nature. This 
balance can be destroyed by man, but has to be maintained. “the natural environment is 
natural, there’s nothing to add to it or to separate, it just goes natural” 

I have not managed to get a clear picture of how the last teacher sees the relationships in 
nature. This single teacher has more of a man-centred view of nature where nature and its 
resources are available for man, and nature’s mutual relations are not considered. Still, as 
shown below, this teacher thinks that man is part of nature as one of God’s creatures and 
dependent on nature. 

Nature’s spirit 
Nature as a concept is seen as being good by all teachers. Mostly it is good without 
restrictions, but one teacher sees nature as something good that becomes evil if it causes man 
trouble.  

A common opinion is that nature itself is good, while the evil in nature is caused by man. 
“anything which could be bad, it could be nasty because of the experiments of man, otherwise 
nature itself is good” As said previously the unspoilt nature is the good nature, so “It is good 
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if it is in balance and then it’s bad if it’s too much of one and too little of another”. If man 
disturbs the balance he also makes nature less good. 

Nature can also be good because of its connection with God. “I think nature is good […] 
Nature is what’s providing everything and what’s provided is in relationship with God.. 
Nature provides not only all species but also liberty to nature itself and to man. 

Another opinion is that it is not up to man too decide what is good. It has not been made by 
man to decide or anything, it’s just natural. It is what it is, that’s why I am just who I am.” 
One teacher explains very thoroughly how he finds events in nature natural, even events with 
the character of a catastrophe. “Personally I just accept things as they come at a time when 
they should happen”. He says that if it e.g. would not to rain when expected it is often looked 
upon as something bad and the consequences for man are bad, but nevertheless it is natural 
and therefore he does not consider nature as being evil. A similar thought is found in another 
teacher who says that the judgement whether something is good or evil must be put into 
context. What is good for someone might be bad for someone else, or in another time. He 
takes as an example the cyclone Eline which passed through and destroyed much in the 
Mutare region in spring 2000, and flooded parts of Mozambique with catastrophic 
consequences. He says “But just imagine if we had the technology to harvest all that energy 
one day, and then you can stop depleting, polluting with oil fuels and use energy from this 
and that. Then what has become good? Well, it depends.” 

There is also some beliefs from the traditional Shona culture still alive which affect the 
attitudes towards nature. “Because , you see, we have totems, and our totems are connected to 
animals […] and it would be sort of sacred to me” Today a totem is not strongly sacred to all 
people, but you would e.g. still not eat an animal of the species your totem belongs to. 
Another Shona- influence is the practice to read and follow signs in nature. One teacher say 
“you’ll relate to some particular organisms , some particular animals to spirit mediums […] 
Even these days it is still being practised.” 

Man’s position in nature 
“Man can play either a destructive role or a constructive role” This dualistic view of man’s 
role in nature is characteristic for most of the teachers. The constructive part is when man 
preserves nature or when he reclaims nature by replanting vegetation on destroyed land or 
develops land by for example planting a garden. The destructive part is connected with 
environmental problems caused by man, like deforestation and soil erosion. Man is seen as 
being careless and as destroying nature for money interest. One of the teachers analyses man’s 
destructiveness and says: “because of the way we are in this world we actually are not very 
efficient in utilising whatever resources we have […] that doesn’t mean that makes us 
necessarily evil, we’re just not very efficient. We don’t know a better way of doing things.” 

Some of the teachers have a clear Christian view on man’s position in nature, and then 
“Man’s role is to take care of nature and improve it” Man is the caretaker and developer of 
nature which is created by God. But this does not mean that man is inviolable. ”For example, 
the towns are a change to what God have made. Man changes, man increases what nature 
has made. […] And yet on the other hand man destroys what nature is meant, to build things 
of his own liking. 

All teachers are of the opinion that man is part of nature, but there are differences within the 
statements. There are statements which indicate that man is just an animal amongst others in 
the ecosystem, depending on the same environment and therefore have the same value as any 
other species. Other teachers argue that man is part of an ecosystem, but is still different in 
some way, in whole or just in his way of thinking: “Man should be part of the ecosystem but I 
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think man has a certain independence from many ecosystems […] many times we are trying to 
shut ourselves out, but we are actually part of the ecosystem” Another teacher says ”We are 
only different in the sense that we think we’re liable to more drastic events in our violence 
than grass or a tree growing quietly.” There is also those who see our part in the ecosystem 
as a natural consequence of man as one of God’s creations: “It’s like, in the beginning there 
were animals, there was vegetation, but God had to include man so he takes part in what is in 
the, the environment. So that means that man is in the ecosystem.” 

How teachers associate with nature 
The teachers seem to have a close and direct contact with nature, interacting and using nature 
in their everyday life. “I’m so much connected to nature in that whatever I do all the time is 
connected to nature, so it’s a direct link between me and nature” All teachers but one state 
that they have a garden where they grow things, such as vegetables, fruit and flowers. Several 
also grow crops and keep animals themselves. They identify themselves with this role as 
cultivator, “Mostly when I think of nature I see myself growing crops, fruit and vegetables.” 
and also say that they like things from nature and like to see plants grow. “I have a garden 
and I keep cattle. I have pleasure in seeing them, I have pleasure in maintaining them. I 
produce crops. I have pleasure in planting crops.” 

There are also teachers who associate with nature for a more spiritual purpose. Many of them 
talk about the beauty in nature and admire its aesthetic. They enjoy activities such as walking 
or just resting in a special place to enjoy the shapes and colours of nature, listen to the crickets 
playing and birds singing. The experience of quietness in nature is also appreciated. “I do like 
the natural room where you can be really yourself, where you don’t need to pretend. […] I 
like dreaming, sitting where I am.” 

Intrinsic value 
“I now want to understand the interdependence of all living organisms. Then you have to 
appreciate that, you know, that we all have our little part to play.” This ecological thinking 
indicates that the teachers give an equal intrinsic value to all plants and animals in the 
ecosystem, and I found it to be true for all of the teachers with this way of thinking. 
“Everything in the environment helps maintaining others, so I think they’re equally 
important.” The species have the same value in the ecosystem independent of if they can be 
useful to man or not, or even destructive to man.  

Still most of these teachers, but not all step aside their opinion on all species equal value when 
you look closer into their opinions and give species a different value in relation to man. There 
the species are given a higher priority if they are of use to man, and lower if they are 
destructive to man. Food like maize is given the greatest importance while you find the 
disease carrying mosquito at the other end of the scale. Species which bring beauty to nature 
are also considered as important, but less than food and species which bring some other 
economical benefit.  

These two opinions about intrinsic value is without problem combined into the teachers view 
of nature. Here is an example where a teacher reasons around an animal he really does not 
like, where different ways of seeing its value, for man and for the ecosystem, show. 
“Crocodiles, these are dangerous. But they form a platform for natural resources and they 
have to be preserved. And their skins, very important, and they play a very big important part 
in the ecosystem” 

“The non-ecological” give species value only in relation to how they benefit man, directly or 
indirectly. Food has a direct value to man, grass has value as food for animals that man breeds 
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and other plants have a value in that they stop soil erosion, which otherwise would undermine 
man’s agriculture. 

Use of natural resources:  
Teachers state that man is putting a hard pressure on nature by using it, both on a national and 
on a local level. On the national level nature is used mainly to generate foreign currency 
through commercial farming and tourism. Nature is also used on the local level by the 
ordinary man and many depend on nature’s resources in whole or in part for their income. “I 
think the natural resources is what forms the average people […] If I am to stay alive I have 
to think about growing crops. […] The average man is very much dependent on nature.” 
Especially in the rural area people depend on nature according to this teacher. They use nature 
to build houses, to grow crops, to collect firewood and to breed livestock. One teacher states 
that many people who work in town over the week have their home in the rural area and are 
partly dependant on agriculture. This every day use is heavy and has been effecting nature for 
a long time, with deforestation and soil erosion as a result. But one teacher states that this was 
a sacrifice that unfortunately had to be made in going for a higher living standard together 
with an increasing population. “the changing of time and need for agricultural land and 
development .. with certain differences I think they had no options. Some trees had to be cut 
down in their going for development.” One teacher says that man have the right to use nature 
for his own benefit, but only up to the level which is necessary for him to live. “That’s what 
another organism would do.” 

A rather exotic use of nature for a Swede is the use of herbs for medicine. The belief in and 
use of traditional herbalists is common even today, though the knowledge is “endangered”. 
There are few people to whom the herbalists can pass on their knowledge because it is not 
seen as modern enough. Still some knowledge is to be found among the ordinary men, like the 
use of aloe as medicine for man and animals “and people like myself, who don’t know which 
plant can help in which manner, are still going to herbalists for help.” The attitudes towards 
herbal knowledge show a wide range without necessarily excluding one another. There are 
opinions that the herbalist knowledge is underestimated and that it is a sad direction that 
people rely more on modern medicine than the traditional. “people are trying to marginalise 
the herbs compared to modern medicine” There is also an opinion that it is overestimated, 
that the herbal knowledge cannot always be used in our world with our new problems “Some 
people actually think that they can use herbs and things from the natural world to kill 
diseases such as AIDS.” Common though is the statement that the traditional medicine works, 
and herbalists are even incorporated into the health system and have their own union, the 
Zimbabwe National Traditional Healer Association, according to one teacher. 

Nature conservation 
All the teachers are environmentally aware. They see deforestation, erosion and siltation as 
the most important environmental problems in Zimbabwe, problems that are connected to one 
another. These are according to all teachers caused by man, his negligence and the way he 
uses nature. “Sometimes it is us that causes that erosion by the way we cultivate the land.”.  

The awareness among the ordinary man about how man effect his own environment and 
destroys it is seen by many teachers as being low. They see education as a very important step 
towards a higher environmental awareness among the population, both for children and 
grownups. It would be good “especially to this land, to teach kids that appreciation of 
conservation. […] I think it would be a very good idea if everyone is educated on the 
importance of conservation” 
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Because people depend on nature they have to think about their impact on nature according to 
some teachers, and the environmental awareness needs to become higher. “If people are more 
aware of how important the environment is in their every day life, then it would be much 
better”. Especially the awareness that man is destroying the conditions for his own existence 
is seen as important. Teachers are of the opinion that since man is part of the ecosystem he is 
destroying his own living-space if he disturbs the natural balance in nature, and is thereby 
dependent on his ability to take care of nature for his own survival. “Maybe man don’t, or we 
doesn’t realise that we’re actually part of the habitat. Because the things which we are 
destroying, in the end they are going to, I think, to be a problem to us.” The ecological 
balance is therefore important to preserve, and here shows the ecological way of thinking yet 
again. Man has to “Try to maintain the balance in nature somehow” Therefore is it also 
important to pay special attention to endangered species while species with big populations 
might even need to be cut down in number to retain the ecological balance some teachers say. 
Equally important is to preserve nature in balance, unspoilt nature according to some teachers. 
“I really think that some parts should be left unspoilt, or else spoilt as little as possible by 
human beings.” 

As the way people use nature is seen as the cause of the environmental problems some of the 
teachers state that the increasing population is a big threat to nature, with harder pressure on 
land and use of new land. “But because  the way we are using nature, chopping down more 
and more trees to find firewood, population is the biggest threat to nature. An ever increasing 
population, because it means that we keep on uprooting our oldest resources that I think 
should be left undestroyed.”  

So preservation is indeed needed, but one teacher state that since nature is an economical 
resource on which Zimbabwe’s population is dependent, man has to be able to retain his 
income, or get a new income when the preservation is done if nature preservation is to be 
successful. “if you’ve got a person who’s got a patch of land, and if he is going to co-exist 
with an elephant, then there has to be some kind of symbiosis between these two. […] The 
point is, if they are seen to be beneficial to the society around them, then there is some sort of 
relationship where the two can co-exist in a better way. And that to me is how conservation 
should go.” My interpretation is that many of the other teachers agree to this because they all 
but one consider the preservation programme Campfire a very good project, for the reason 
being that Campfire lets the profit from preservation, e.g. through tourism, come back to the 
community where preservation is carried out. The individual actually benefits from the project 
instead of losing his income. 
(The last teacher did not know about the Campfire programme.) 

Many see the way of utilising land since colonisation started as one of the reasons why people 
neglect nature, and they would rather see that the previous relationship to nature as it was 
within the Shona culture was still prevailing. “Because that if people continued to respect 
nature as it was in the past we wouldn’t be having problems of siltation of rivers because of 
the erosion that comes because people are cutting down trees, cutting down the grass which 
were not being done in the past. […] In areas where people are still taking their nature 
seriously things are better than where people are being careless”  

The international nature conservation is also mentioned by some teachers, like the importance 
of preserving bio-diversity world wide and saving biotopes and species which may even not 
be discovered by man and the need to stop trade with endangered species. The ongoing efforts 
to bring nature conservation to the agenda in all countries are also mentioned. “world wide 
there’s this main aspect of bringing up awareness about nature conservation” 
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Influence of view of nature on science  

Influence through syllabus 
The subjects that contain aspects of nature are “specifically science-geared to Zimbabwe as a 
country, I mean it’s a national syllabus”. This statement represent an opinion which stands 
for the primary level environmental science, and the integrated sciences in secondary school 
(ZJC and O-level integrated science), which are the syllabi of interest for this thesis. These are 
national syllabi with Zimbabwe’s special needs interpreted and in that way teachers mean that 
the culture effect the education. All teachers state that the textbooks they use in science are 
especially written for Zimbabwe and are connected to Zimbabwean nature. “We only relate to 
what is in our own environment” says one teacher.  

Science stands beside culture 
Even though textbooks and syllabi are directly connected to Zimbabwe some teachers 
maintain that science stands beside culture. “In biology it’s a sharp contrast in that some of 
the beliefs in Shona don’t tally well with the science knowledge”.  Science gives a universal 
knowledge, and even looking at species it is more reliant on the type of nature than on 
national borders. “So, you don’t get the same feel of the culture of Zimbabwe inflating into 
something as biology as you do in the integrated sciences” 

Traditional herbalists and taboos. 
Direct influence that teachers mention is that some knowledge from traditional herbalists are 
taught at times, which is easier done in the rural areas according to one teacher. At the same 
time the teacher argues that it is difficult to bring traditional knowledge into the system, 
because of the trend of seeing other cultures as better than their own (see further down). 
Taboos are of course also things that are culturally conditioned and present in school. One 
teacher gave the example of the taboo to use the actual word for the sexual organs, which is a 
relatively universal taboo. 

Education influences culture 
Worth to mention is also that two teachers maintain that the Zimbabwean culture is changing, 
one of them thought a long time about my question and then turned the answer: “I think the 
education has changed what being African means […] education is actually changing the 
African culture. He sees this as something positive that improves people’s lives. The other 
teacher is afraid that the Zimbabweans are losing their identity because they ignore their 
culture and copy too much from other cultures. But he also argues that “There are still some 
values you cant run away from, also our background” 
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Discussion 
In the discussion chapter I will discuss the results in the same order and with the same 
headlines as in the result chapter.  

General facts about the schools visited  

Physical facts 
The general conditions of buildings and material in the schools I visited are very poor and 
differ with the economical status of the pupils’ families as well as on what other funding 
except for the governmental funding is gained by the school. As Colclough et al (1990) state 
the small economical contribution from the government to the schools gives rise of a very 
unequal education system where the richer people get a better education for their children, 
because of their possibilities of charging a higher fee at the school. This seem to be true also 
for the schools I visited where the difference between Hillcrest College and the other schools 
are especially clear, and there are differences between the other schools as well, both in 
building standards and available teaching materials.  

When the schools’ incomes are not even enough to supply all pupils with textbooks (ibid.) it 
is easy to understand that other materials for e.g. experiments can not be prioritised. (How this 
lack of material influences the teaching methods will be discussed below.) This is the reason 
why most of the material in the classroom is constructed by the teachers themselves or 
collected in the environment around. This is also influencing how the time for preparation is 
put, where teachers have to put an extra effort in preparing science lessons for constructing 
and collecting material. 

Classroom relations 
The formal relation in the Zimbabwean classroom might be a heritage from British rule and 
the British school system which was the system from which the Zimbabwean school system 
developed (Colclough et al 1990). What stroke me was the warmth that was hidden behind all 
formalities, and above all the ways teachers and pupils handled a wrong answer. To get rid of 
the fear of giving a wrong answer to a question is something that many Swedish teachers 
struggle with and that has been illuminated during my own teacher training. Here is 
something we should learn from the Zimbabweans. How do they do it? I believe the answer 
lies deeper than in the teacher’s treatment of the pupil in the particular school situation, which 
I sometimes found very tough. No, I believe the answer lies in their culture, in the teachers’ 
way of appreciating life and finding satisfaction even in hard times. This is also one of the 
things teachers find most important to teach their pupils. 

To use English in the classroom causes some problems, especially together with the lack of 
textbooks, but also for the understanding of the education. Both these problems will be 
discussed respectively further on. 

Content 

What is important knowledge? 

Attitudes towards life 
When I talked to people in Zimbabwe I was amazed over how they were always friendly and 
always had a laugh in their eyes. Maybe living in a society which is so much tougher than the 
Swedish forces you to take downs with a smile and struggle on, or maybe it is just the African 
calmness and peace of mind that shows. I don’t know. But this positive attitude towards life 
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seems to be vital, and the teachers aim to pass it on to their pupils. This shows a care for the 
pupils and may be one answer to the question how teachers in Zimbabwe have pupils who do 
not fear answering wrongly. 

Environmental awareness 
The teachers will to educate their pupils about environmental issues and ecological interplay 
can have many reasons. First of all the syllabi in both ZJC and ES have these issues as 
content, as topics or parts of topics, which have impact on the education. In this context it is 
interesting to note that Zimbabwe according to Manjengwa (1997) does not have any 
environmental policy in education, but that there is still an emphases on these issues. 

There is also one reason connected to the teachers view of nature. Since most of the teachers 
have an ecological way of seeing nature it seems natural to pass this on to their pupils, as well 
as the impact man has on the environment as an organism in ecological interplay. This seems 
especially important as teachers find the way man is handling nature vital for the future of the 
Zimbabwean nature, which forms the income resource for many Zimbabweans (IUCN 1988). 
To preserve nature is to preserve the future and affect peoples lives. That education about 
environmental issues often is human-centred is supported by Manjengwa (1997) 

Life management 
To prepare the pupils for the future is what all fundamental education is about, isn’t it? The 
Zimbabwean teachers’ aims do not differ here, but the Zimbabwean children’s future differs 
from the Swedish children’s future. In Zimbabwe it is vital to know the importance of good 
hygiene and cleaning of water because the living standard is low, to know how to protect 
yourself from diseases because it is hard to afford a hospital visit, and as mentioned above, to 
know how to preserve your own economic outcome, the environment. 

The subject agriculture is also connected to life management and one of the practical subjects 
that Welle –Strand state as especially geared to Zimbabwe. The subject of teaching is present 
from first grade in primary school (Lewin & Bajah et al, 1991) 

The to me strange statement that the pupils need to know how to “make their bodies do a 
maximal work” may be explained by that it according to Manjengwa (1997) is a great virtue 
in the Zimbabwean culture to be hard working. Many people even hold laziness to be the 
cause of poverty.  

Relation to the syllabus 
In my results I have support for that the teachers generally are satisfied with the syllabus. In 
fact the impression that most of them gave was that they had not even considered that they 
could step outside the syllabus or have another opinion. I found this strange, but nevertheless 
it made me more convinced that they actually follow the syllabus and that the statements in 
the interviews were valid. This forms a contrast to Lewin & Bajah (1991) whos’ results show 
that teachers do not follow the syllabus. One explanation for these differences can be that the 
syllabi have been changed since 1991, and also that all the teachers I interviewed had a formal 
teachers training. Trained teachers followed the syllabus more than untrained in Lewin & 
Bajah’s study. 

Flexibility and content 
One question that occur to you when you look at this category is, if you think that the syllabus 
restricts your flexibility, why do you feel satisfied with its content? One answer might be that 
you find the syllabus’ overarching aims good as a whole, and that you agree with the content 
but not with the way it is performed. That the syllabus is too strict and too narrow in it’s 
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formulation, or to use one of the teachers’ expressions, rigid. Thus the primary teachers enjoy 
more flexibility than the secondary teachers, since they can let their education stretch over 
several syllabi. Welle-Strand (1996) formulate a very strong criticism about how the 
Zimbabwean curriculum was formulated without any support among the teachers of 
Zimbabwe. I think that the result of this negligence now can be found in the teachers’ feeling 
of being restricted by the syllabus. 

Examination system restricts flexibility  
A reason to why the syllabus is rigid is mentioned both in my results and by Welle-Strand, 
namely that the Zimbabwean education system is examination oriented. The examinations, 
whether they are Cambridge examinations or not, decide the content in the curricula and 
syllabi. Since national examinations end primary school and every sequence of two years in 
secondary school they also determine when each area must be taught. That primary school 
only has one final national examination is the reason why primary teachers can have more 
flexibility. 

Examination system give factual knowledge 
My results point out that the focus on examination is also giving an enhancement on factual 
knowledge in the pupils learning instead of comprehension of the principles in order to get a 
high score on the examination test. This is supported by both Welle-Strand (1996) and 
Manjengwa (1997). 

Teaching methods 

Teaching methods used in observed lessons 
My observation that most of the lessons I attended were based on lectures, is supported by 
Lewin & Bajah’s (1991) study where they state that “chalk and talk” is the most common 
method in Zimbabwe. My impression is that this is caused both by a great lack of material 
which prevent the teachers from using the methods they would prefer, and also from a 
teaching tradition that promotes this form of teaching. The teaching tradition may also have 
its origin in the lack of material, as the best and most efficient solution in a poor situation. 

The previously mentioned lack of textbooks can be found as the reasons for choosing several 
of the methods I observed. The teachers often use choirs to repeat answers and difficult 
words, and this might be the only repetition the pupil get. When it is not unusual to share a 
textbook with several other pupils (Colclough et al 1990) there is no possibility of bringing 
the book home and doing any homework. The only way to bring something home is to write it 
down in the writing book, either from the textbook, but more commonly from the blackboard 
where the teacher has written or drawn important things or questions. “Chalk and talk”. 

The lack of textbooks causes an even bigger problem since the education in Zimbabwe is 
taught in a second language, English. Therefore the need for repetition is bigger and the need 
for textbooks greater. It also means that the pupils constantly have to learn new concepts and 
expressions, especially in science. The difficulties of fully understanding a concept in a 
second language is mentioned by Gilje & Grimen (1995) in the method chapter, and could be 
a reason for the focus on factual knowledge and lack of education for understanding. 

Preferred teaching methods 
The Zimbabwean syllabi recommend an experimental type of science and a pupil centred 
education. My impression is that the teachers also prefer this type of teaching, but are 
prevented from performing it because of the lack of materials. The way many of the teachers 
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let pupils take part in demonstrations, and the statements from the interviews show this. They 
often do not have the option to let the pupils do experiments for themselves, even if they find 
this to be the better way of teaching science because of the poor economic states of the 
country. This means that poverty causes a great failure of the syllabi’s aims as regards 
teaching methods, that the teachers are willing to fulfil but prevented from fulfilling by the 
lack of teaching aids. 

Influences from the syllabus 
The practical subjects related to and constructed especially for Zimbabwean needs mentioned 
by Welle-Strand (1996) is one type of pupil-centred, hands-on education that is both 
recommended by the syllabus and present in the education. The same thing goes with outdoor 
education where the use of the environment in the teaching is recommended by the ES 
syllabus and therefore is common. Another reason for it to be common, or even for it to be 
recommended in the syllabus, is that the shortage of teaching aids almost forces the teachers 
to use the environment since it is a great source of material. 

View of nature 
In this section I will try to put the teachers’ view of nature into a Swedish perspective, to see 
in which parts the view of nature may differ. Also parts of the teachers view of nature that 
influence the education will be illuminated. Also here Uddenberg (1998) is the source of 
information about the Swedish view of nature if nothing else is stated. 

Ideas of inner spirit and structure 

How nature is constituted 
The Swedish interpretation of nature as the surrounding landscape is same in Zimbabwe. 
Sweden is though a highly secularised country while the religion is more important in 
Zimbabwe (Kato, 1974), and many of the teachers gave the impressions of being religious. 
This can, as you will find further on, be traced in their view of nature where e.g. nature is 
interpreted as what was created by God. 

The way of seeing nature changed by man as less natural than other nature is also common for 
the both countries, though the fact that it is all created by God may give it the same value in 
the teachers’ view of nature. 

Nature’s structure 
Basically the teachers have an ecological way of seeing nature which does not differ from the 
Swedish. 

Nature’s spirit 
Again the basic value that nature is good and that the best harmonic nature is a nature in 
balance is similar in Sweden and Zimbabwe, as well as that man can be causing the evil in 
nature. The statement that the connection with God makes nature good can be related to the 
feeling of reverence to nature present in the Swedish view of nature. 

One difference is though the belief and use of totems and spirit mediums in Zimbabwe that 
my interviews show. The presence of traditional religion in African Christianity is also shown 
by Kato (1974). Manjengwa (1997) find that the traditional knowledge in Zimbabwe is not 
used as much as it should in the education. She thinks that such an education would give an 
education more closely connected to the people. 
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Man’s position in nature  
The ecological thinking is coming back here where both Swedes and Zimbabweans see man 
as a part of the ecosystem. It differs when the teachers have a Christian way of seeing the 
relation between man and nature, where they see man as nature’s care-taker, an idea 
mentioned by Sörlin (1997) that started with St Francis of Assisi. In this idea it is possible to 
combine an ecological thinking with the Christian faith. 

How teachers associate with nature 
Since Zimbabweans are more dependent on nature as an economic resource (IUCN, 1989) 
they have a closer connection to it than Swedes. The way of living influences the view of 
nature according to Hjort (1997). This is very clear in this section where all teachers main 
association is in use of nature by growing things. There is also one similarity between the 
countries in the association with nature for spiritual purposes. This is though a smaller part in 
the Zimbabwean view of nature while it is a main reason for associating with nature in 
Sweden. 

Intrinsic value 
The views are very similar in this category where the ecological thinking comes back and 
gives all living organisms an equal value. The Zimbabwean teachers also give the species 
different value in relation to man. This way of combining different opinions, which logically 
seem impossible to combine, into one view of nature is typical for this concept according to 
Uddenberg (1995). 

Use of natural resources 
As mentioned before the teachers use nature in a more direct way than the Swedes and are 
depending on nature. The hard use of nature which sometimes cause environmental problems 
have its cause in the historical dividing of land which caused overpopulation on the 
communal lands. (Sandberg & Edenborg 1991) 

The use of herbs as medicine is common in Zimbabwe, but is something that is lost, and only 
practised by very few people in Sweden, mostly in survival skill training.  

Nature conservation 
Like Swedes, the teachers also find it important to preserve unspoilt nature, untouched by 
man. In line with the thoughts of nature in balance as the good nature and man as a destructive 
force who disturbs this balance. The environmental awareness is very high among the 
teachers, as it is among Swedes, but the teachers indicate that this is not the situation among 
the whole population in Zimbabwe. 

The teachers see environmental problems that are very close to the every day life as the 
greatest problems, the same problems as Manjengwa (1997) highlights as Zimbabwe’s biggest 
environmental problems. This closeness to the problems is a sharp contrast to the Swedish 
view on nature conservation where global problems are seen as the most threatening. In both 
countries is a fear that man is destroying the conditions for his own survival present, but in 
Zimbabwe the conditions for survival lie in the possibility of making the crops grow on the 
fields while it lies further away, both in time and space, e.g. in the greenhouse effect among 
Swedes. Therefore problems connected to agriculture are considered to be the most important 
in Zimbabwe, and therefore the teachers are very eager to overcome the problems as soon as 
possible as there is no time to “wait and see”.  
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Since agriculture also is the cause of these problems the solution lies in making the farmers 
aware of how to avoid undermining their own existence, through education. Consequently 
agriculture is as shown above an important area of teaching, as well as environmental 
questions. Teachers also hope that education about environmental issues in primary and 
secondary education will spread to the parent-generation that the teachers see as less 
environmentally aware. In this way education is having a double effect on the environmental 
awareness in the population. 

 

Influences on education from view of nature 

Science stands beside culture 
As the teachers say science is the same everywhere, scientific knowledge and skills are 
universal, and nature follows the same laws on every place on earth. But how the society and 
the people in that society relate to science differs, and they do not always agree on the 
scientific laws. The Zimbabwean curricula have from independence put an emphasis on 
science (Welle-Strand 1996) as it is seen as being one of the keys to welfare, but still 
traditional beliefs are alive and e.g. modern medicines, “pills”, are sometimes mistrusted. The 
belief in science as being the true explanation of nature’s mysteries seem though to be the 
prevailing idea among the teachers. 

Traditional herbalists and taboos 
The teachers mention that traditional herbalist knowledge is something that is rarely practised 
in schools. Manjengwa (1997) confirms this and sees it as a shortcoming in the environmental 
education. In this way I find that the syllabus restricts the influence from the view of nature in 
a way that is a disadvantage for education. Manjengwa (1997) see a big potential in using 
traditional knowledge in education to increase the understanding, which as previously said is 
low. One reason for the lack of traditional knowledge in education may, as the teachers 
mention, be the opinion that it is out-of–date and not modern enough. I share the fear that one 
teacher show, that the Zimbabwean culture is being undermined by new cultures influencing 
the country. Cocacolaism is spreading. 

Education influence culture 
That education is changing the African culture is stated by one of the teachers. If you look at 
the teachers’ view of nature, and especially their environmental awareness you can imagine a 
difference from the ordinary man in Zimbabwe. The difference is also mentioned by the 
teachers themselves and indicates that the teachers’ own training has changed their view of 
nature, and that their teaching will be changing their pupils view of nature. They even hope 
that this change will spread to older generations and promote the education of adults in 
environmental problems. Just the environmental awareness is something that has only 
recently changed in Sweden too, and is still undergoing a change process. 

Conclusions: 
The view of nature that the Zimbabwean teachers interviewed have, has many fundamental 
similarities with the Swedish view of nature, but is more influenced by Christianity. It is also 
in another way centred around the use of nature. This shows in the way the teachers associate 
with nature, in the ideas about intrinsic value, of course in the way they use nature and in the 
way of looking at environmental problems. This is also reflected in the content in the 
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Zimbabwean biology education, and shows both in the syllabi’s recommendations and the 
teachers’ apprehension of important knowledge. 

The Shona traditions, which are present in the contemporary society and part of the 
specifically Zimbabwean in the view of nature, are though not represented in the content. 
There is a consideration of taboos in the practical teaching, but except for this I can see no 
influence of a view of nature inspiring the teaching methods. The influences and differences 
shown are either consequences of the choice of content, or of the major lack of material. The 
lack of material is in my opinion severely restricting the teachers in their choice of methods 
and forces them to teach in a way with which they are not content. 
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Information to collect about the visited school 
 

Name of school: 

Headmaster: 

Telephone number: 

Number of teachers: 

Number of pupils: 

 

School founded in: 

 Renovated?: 

Number of classrooms: 

Laboratory classrooms: 

Other locations: 

Offices head 

 Teachers 

 

Outdoor facilities: 
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Observation plan 
BACKGROUND……….……………..…………………………………………………………… 

Date……………………………….Time from:………………….to:………………….………. 

Name of School:………………………………………………………………………………… 

Name of teacher:………………………………………………………………Sex……………. 

Subject:……………………………Area of teaching………………………………...………… 

Age of pupils………………………Number of pupils………………………………..……….. 

 

Textbooks mostly used in biology/ environmental science in this school:…………………….. 

……………………………………..…………………………………………………………… 

Other teaching media:.………..………………………………………………………………… 

Textbook used in class…………..……………………………………………………………… 

(Syllabus) 

 

OBSERVATION……………………..….………………………………………………………… 
Approximate time and duration registered and noted 

TEACHER:  

instruction language (when, how long) 

language when speaking to pupil: 

Instruction way   Activity  

B-writing the blackboard   P-explaining to single/few pupil 
S-speaking    W-walking the classroom 
R-reading out loud   D-sitting at the desk(doing what?) 
A-asking questions   O-other 
L-laboratory demonstration,   I-instructing 
 
 

PUPILS 

Group activity:    one-person activity 

l-listens to teacher   a-answering question 
w-writing    rl-reading out loud 
r-reading     wb-writing at blackboard 
lab-practical laboratory work    
d-discussion in groups    
aq- answer, in chorus 
 
Side activities: 
personal comments continuously 
 
ATTITUDES: how to approach, speak, responsibility given (taken), respect
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Time Main activity  Side activity
 teacher pupil  
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Interview questions. 
 
INFO ABOUT: 

• HAVE YOU READ THE LETTER OF 
INTRODUCTION  

• (WHO I AM (education)) 

• PURPOSE OF THE INTERVIEW 

• WHY I CHOSE YOU 

• USE OF TAPE RECORDER &NOTE 
TAKING 

• DEFINITION ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 
(BIOLOGY PART ) 

• PERMISSION TO PUBLISH NAME OR USE CODE NAME?  

 

A teaching:………………………………………..………………………………………… 
 

Aa general 
1. For how long have you been a teacher? (+In this school) 

2. Do you like your profession? 

3. What are your formal qualifications as a teacher? (education, subjects, age of children) 

4. (Do you feel confident /like teaching science?)  

 

Ac attitudes towards science (what is important?) +syllabus 
5. How much (how large part) of the pupils’ education is about ES /biology? 

6. How much of your time do you allocate to environmental science/ biology (lessons, 
preparations…)? Do you find the proportions relevant? 

7. What is in your opinion the greatest purpose/objective with education in environmental 
science/ biology? 

8. In science, what do you consider to be the most important knowledge to give the pupils? 
(motivate) (Where is your main focus?) 

9. In what proportions is that area covered by the syllabus? (more/less time and effort?) 

10. Do you find that the syllabus is generally reflecting what you would like to teach about in 
science? OR: Are there any differences between what you find important to teach about 
and what the syllabus recommends? (is something missing in the syllabus, is something unnecessary, 
right proportions between topics?) 

11. What flexibility do you have within the syllabus? (Do you feel that you can influence what is 
taught about?.) 

12. Where lies the main focus in science in the syllabus? 

 

Ab methods 

13. What methods do you prefer when you teach biology/ environmental science? (positive and 
negative sides of the methods) 
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14. How would an ideal teaching situation look like for you?  

15. There might be obstacles in the general school situation to a good teaching. Is there 
anything you would like to change, if it was possible? (method, class size, area, material) (What 
kind of obstacles do you see? ) 

16. When you teach environmental science/ biology do you do any experiments or 
demonstrations? (When , How, What material do you use? Give examples. improvising?) 

17. Do your lessons ever take place outdoor, outside the classroom? (On what occasions/topics? In 
what ways  do you use the nature in your education?) 

18. What positive and negative sides do you see with outdoor education? 

 

B) view of nature:…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Bb attitudes towards nature 
19. What do you include in the meaning of the word “nature”?  

(Hjälp: What does nature consist of? (plants, and animals, ecosystem, man…?)  

Is there one nature or several natures? 

Do you see nature as made up of small parts or as one living thing? 
Is there different types of nature? What types? (wilderness, gardens, fields, vegetable gardens, parks, nature 
reserves, deserts, savann, forests,)   

Is there nature within the village, city? Are fields and gardens nature? In water?  1 ecosystem or many or 
separate items in a surrounding?  
20. How would you describe nature in terms of good and evil?(good/evil/neutral, 

beautiful/ugly/both/neutral)  
21. What role does man play in nature? (part of ecosystem, ruler, conqueror, equal or above)  

22. How do you think of preservation projects like CAMPFIRE? (good/bad in what way, why, 
better than others?) 

23. What type of nature is in your opinion most important to preserve?(now and for the future? 
why?)  

24. (What (kind of) species are important to preserve? ) 

25. Could you rank the following species according to what (preservation) value you give 
them, (equal value may exist) please motivate your choices:  

 

Ba relation to nature 

26. What relation do you have to nature? (do you like it, enjoy it,(and/OR:) 

27. In what situations are you in contact with nature? (gardening, farming, walking, camping, tourism, 
visiting nature reserves, active in any organisations related to nature?) 

28. When (how often) and where(, in the city, in the rural areas, , far away, abroad, forests, game parks or 
nature reserves) 

29. What type of nature do you like/enjoy the most /are you most in contact with? (above) 
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Bc use of nature 
30. How is nature used today in Zimbabwe? 

The question seems to be misunderstood; the interviewed are interpreting a preserving 
attitude into it, answering about how people distroy/ care for nature instead of just saying for 
what it is used (000610, after 2 interviews) 

31. In the Shona culture, how is the nature and its resources traditionally (historically) used? 

32. How would you describe the traditional relation to nature (in the shona culture)? (Beliefs, 
Nature spirits?, medicine, use, fear, symbioses, conflict) 

33. Do you see that this shona knowledge and beliefs is in any way present in today’s use of 
nature    and everyday life (In what ways is it still alive? in every day life, in today’s use if nature)  

 

Bd cultural influence 
34. In what way has the Shona-culture  influenced the education in general /in any way, how? 

35. How has its relation to nature influenced the subject environmental science/ biology? 

36. What do you think about that influence (/lack of influence)? (good/bad? Confusing/more 
influence desirable /superstition  no need?) 

37. The textbooks you use in your teaching in science, are they adjusted to the Zimbabwean 
conditions (society, nature)?  

38. If not: Is that something you would like to have? (Why, why not) 

39. Do you adjust your teaching to Zimbabwean conditions? (In what ways?) 
 

COMPLETION 
Thank you for taking your time, and letting me ask these questions. The interviews are the 
most important part in my study, and your participation is of great importance to it. What 
happens now is that I sit down and print our conversation, and interpret it. I will use the 
interview partly as material for comparison, partly as ground for my analyses.  

It is with the help of ZIMTA together with the Swedish teachers’ union, Lärarförbundet, 
which I am a member of that I have been able to do this study. As thanks for your 
participation I want to give you a T-shirt from Lärarförbundet, and a Swedish pencil. 
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Hanna Sterve 
Ginkelösa Lillgård 
585 92 Linköping 
SWEDEN 
 
Homestead Guesthouse 
52 Park Road 
Mutare 
Phone 020-658 70 

 
To the Teachers Concerned    
 
I, Hanna Sterve, am doing my final paper at the Department of Teacher Education at 
Linköping University, Sweden, titled Cultural Influences on Education in Natural Science – a 
Comparison between Zimbabwe and Sweden. The Zimbabwean part will be done in the 
province of Manicaland during the period 000502 – 000630.  
 
The comparison will mainly regard the content in biology and environmental science but also 
methods chosen. The differences will be analysed due to view of nature (nature philosophy) in 
both countries. Some of the information I need for my research can I find through literature 
studies of for example teaching media, curricula and syllabus, but central in my study is 
observations of education and interviews with teachers with natural science as main subject of 
teaching. The interviews will concern the teachers’ opinion on the importance of  natural 
science, the main focus in the content and methods chosen, as well as the teachers’ view of 
nature.  
 
My hope is that You are one of those I will have the opportunity to interview. Your 
participation will be of great importance to my study and I would be most content if You are 
willing to put away some of your time to meet me. You have the right to be completely 
anonymous if You wish, and as interviewer I am obligated to observe silence. 
 
 I will get in touch with you at the latest during week no 22 to confirm a date and time in one 
of the following weeks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
Hanna Sterve 
 
 
 
 
Interview date ……………………time……………………… 


